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Festival Preparations Underway
With Officials Keeping An Eye
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MCRR Counters Plans For Water
Shipment Of Grain From Great
Lakes With Proposed Rate Slash

On Weather And Lobster Supply

Officials of the Maine Seafoods i.SO^Friday afternoon when he and and will march south along Main
The Maine Central Railroad*—in tire state. He pointed out that apply to processed feecte.
Festival, and the rest of the folks his court of 10 characters of sea Street to Holmes Street where it
an effort to assist the Maine Maine is now one of the nation's
Activity in recent months by
broiler industry in its continued three principal poultry-producing grain companies and users alike
along the coast for that matter, lore arrive in the harbor aboard will disband.
the S a and Shore Fisheries patrol
Serving will start Immeditely fol
growth—has proposed to lower areas, and that in 1937. more than to establish a feed manufacturing
were keeping an eye cocked on the
boat Guardian. They will proceed lowing the parade Saturday and
freight rates on bulk grain from a quarter of a million tons of mill on the Maine coast may have
weather Monday and making pre
from the Public Landing float to will continue as long as there are
Chicago and other western ori grain and feed were delivered prompted the railroads to make
dictions as to what the weekend
the throne on the Memorial Pier people who are hungry.
gins.
and consumed in the Kncx-Waldo the anonunced move.
holds in store weatherwise.
where the opening ceremonies will
Entertainment is scheduled on
Filed this weekend, the propo- broiler belt.
Rockland and Searsport have
The weather study and predic
be held.
the Pier Saturday afternoon and
! sal would reduce rates on bulk
The rate reduction proposal has both been considered as possible
tions are annual occurrences as the
Led by King Neptune, the Court evening with the square dance set
grains to stations on the Maine been submitted to the General ports for bulk shipments by ship
time for the Festival approaches.
will open the seafood serving lines for 9 o’clock.
Central and Belfast and Morse- Freight Traffic Committee of the tc mills to be located there. Sav
This year, the wet weekend just
at 5 o’clock and the Festival will
Sunday events will open with the
hel Lake Railroads by 15 cents a Eastern Railroads for approval- ings to the user have been esti
past and the cloudy, sprinkling day
be officially under way.
start of serving at noon.
I hundredweight.
Whether other railroads have mated from $3 to $5 per ton.
Monday led to some gloomy obser
The coronation ceremonies will
Services for the men of Maine
R. C. Merrow. Maine Central filed similar rates is not known
Extensive surveys have been
vations as to what Friday. Satur
start at the Fishermen's Memorial lost at sea will be directed by Rev.
freight traffic manager, said the
day and Sunday will bring.
A greatest part of the poultry carried out as to the possibilities
plan is in answer to the requests feed used in Maine is brought of shipments by water from
There was one ray of hope. Not
once in the 11 years past has the
of many broiler industry repre from the Gr< at Lak* s region as Chicago to Maine via the St.
Also, from
Festival been rained out. Weather
sentatives, who feel such a re bulk grain and ground into feed 1 aw rente Seaway.
has bothered other sections of the
duction would be of great bene ir New England plants.
One Texas points, which as it turns
state on Festival weekend, but rain
fit to the industry as a whole. large supplier. W.rthmorc, manu out totals about the same sea
in any great quantity has shied
Savings of $3 a ton would be pos factures its feeds in St. A /bans. miles with faster iuninng time
away from this section of the coast.
sible, Merrcw said
Vt.. and ships into Maine by rail. for the ships which would be in
Occasional showers have come and
Merrow stressed the important Apparently. the announced re deep wat*‘r all the way and not
gale force winds have toppled tents
role the broiler industry now quest for aproval of lower bulk jestricted by passage through
some years, but never enough to
plays in the economy of the en grain rates in Maine does not .-hip locks on the Seaway.
lead to calling off of the event.
Sunday, the Eastern Amusement
Market Seen In
WARREN LAD PRESENTED ONE OF
Company moved in its big trucks
carrying the merry go round, ferSouth America
FOUR CALVES GIVEN AT WINDSOR
ris wheel and several other rides
for the kiddies. Monday, they were
For Maine Eggs
busy setting them up, ready for
the Friday opening.
Efforts by the Maine Port Au
City crews were busy assembling
thority in their program to pro
the booths for the Festival and
mote the shipment of Maine Pro
generally readying the grounds for
ducts
via Maine Ports has set up
*
f-*i
the annual seafood feast and three
the possible movement of thou
day round of entertainment.
sands of cases of Maine eggs into
Tent crews will soon be erecting
the South American market, Ed
the city of canvas which covers the
uard Langlois, general manager
dining area, exhibitions, conces
o' the Maine Port Authority, re
sions and serving areas.
vealed today.
Monday afternoon, lobster deal
“We are in contact with an Im
ers and Festival officers were
port-Export House in New York,
scheduled to meet to set the price
*.vho indicates they have establish
which the Festival will have to pay
ed a market for six to 10 thou
for the tons of lobsters to be boiled
sand cases of eating eggs, and
and served.
The poor weather
tv.o to three thousand cases of
which has held fishermen in port
hatching egg< a week for the
coupled with the scarcity of the
South American Market," Lang
crustaceans the past several weeks,
lois said.
may lead to a higher price to the
The Department of Agriculture
Festival than last year. The shedir Augusta supplied the Maine
der season is about three weeks
Port Authority with a list of
late and that adds to the price
Maine egg handlers and Maine
problem.
egg hatcheries, and this list was
However, old hands in the busi
forwarded to New York.
Hess Monday felt that the supply
In a phone conversation with
would be ample, for dealers have
the N* w York concern. I/inglcis
been saving their one pound lob
Photo by Cullen
learned that they have already
sters for the occasion and then,
Albert Marl’hail of Owls Head is again taking the role of the
who is played by Ralph Stone. The court of 10 characters lends
contacted several e gg produers
are four days of fishing to come
pirate Blackheard in the Poyal Court of the Sea at the Maine Sea
color to the coronation ceremonies and to the entire weekend as
Photo by Cullen ii. Maine informing them of the
before the opening.
foods Festival. He and other characters, such as (’apt. Bilgekeel.
they stay on the Festival grounds, ready and willing to help camera
Willis Moody 3d, younthtiil Warren dairyman, shows off his latest market.
fans by posing for pictures.
Davey Jones, Dory Plug and Mud Hen will attend King Neptune
The price of the two lobster din
addition to his three animal herd, an 11 month old purebred Holstein
It might be difficult for Maine
Her remains at $1 50
Pier at 8.30 with the arrival of the William Robbins of the Universalist •
heifer awarded him by the Maine Bankers Associati«»n.
producers to supply the eggs for
The greatest number of Sea Prin Sea Princess* s from the banquet Church before the memorial ani 25 mi!, zone when it almost
Willis Moody 3rd. 10 of Warren | ant leader of the club
Municipal Court
♦h»- full order but we are anxious
cesses in Festival history will be in their honor earlier in the eve- chor at 2 o’clock.
struck a pedestrian.
is just about the happiest youngThe Maine Bankers Association
that they contribute to it, the
on hand for the coronation cere ning at the Thorndike Hotel.
« * *
Professional entei tainement will
The Sheriff's Patrol brought a
Ster in the county this week H<- has each year for several years
monies Friday evening when 24
Dayson DeCourcy of Hartford, be presented at 2.30.
The
Sheriff's
Patrol
also was awarded a Maine Bankers presented four Maine 4-H Club New York people said. They
charge of reckless dr iving against
added, they would ship the eggs
beauties from the coast of Maine Conn., who has served as Festival
Th»- final serving of the 1958
brought a charge against him of Association calf at the State Dairy boys with as many animals of
will be presented to King Neptune master of ceremonies 10 years will F« stiva 1 will be at 3 o’clock and Michael Cavic. 23. of Thomaston drinking in a public place on
directly out of Maine ported if a
Show in Windsor Saturday and purebred stock to raise for their
ship was available.
and his Court for consideration as again official*. H»- started with the will b< followed by the closing ir Municipal Court Monday morn Route 17 in Rockport July 25. H*
now has the 11 month old regis- own Th** calves are the property
Maine Sea Goddess of 1958.
‘ We are unable to offer ship
ing.
Judge Alfred M. Strout i was also found guilty on this tered Holstein heifer at his par- of the recipients with no restrictask when h‘ was connected with ceremonies at 7 o’clock.
The colorful coronation cere the Camden Hills Summct Theatre
pers weekly service from Maine
found him gu.lty and fined him ! , har,f and fined tl0
ents’ farm on the North Pond road, tions.
ports to South Amrica. but we do
monies will be held at the Maine and has continued each year
$100.
. . .
Tne award, one of four made
The awards Saturday were made
State
To
Rebuild
Fishermen's Memorial Pier at the
Govcrnoi Edmund S Muskie will
Deputy Frank Buzynski testi-' Dean W Dillingham, 22, of at the show, recognized his ability , by Claude Clement, of Belfast, a have a regular monthly service
Public Landing which is being be present to crown the new Sea
fied that Cavic was observed Rockland pleaded guilty to driv- as a 4-H Club dairy project mem-j vice president of the Belfast Na- in the Maine newsprint trade, and
Short Section of
decorated this week by th*
* mem Goddess after she has been an
playing tag with a car carrying it-g a vehicle while under the in- bcr
i tional Bank and chairman of the we hope to include other Maine
bers of the Junior Chamber of nounced by King Neptune which Owls Head Road
three girls on Route 17 between fluence of liquor on Route 17 in
Willis, who belongs to the War- Maine Bankers Association agri- products in future shipments,"
Commerce.
La ng Lois said.
event will follow the introduction
South Hope and West Rockport Rockport. July 25 and was fined ren’s Own Winners 4-H Club, al- cultural committee,
Sf.at*- Highway Commission crews July 20. Upon tiring of the game, $110. The Sheriff's Patrol were
Ralph Stone, in the role of King of each of the Sea Princesses by
The contract with the egg mar
ready had two registered Holst* in
Willis’ parents are Mr . and Mrs
are expected to start rebuilding of the deputy said. Cavic speeded the complainants
Neptune, will open the Festival at DeCourcy
calvi s in his herd and was wishing Willis Moody. Ji
who operate a ket was established during the.
Maine Port Authority's efforts
Midshipmen of the Main*- Mari a 1.700 foot section of state aid his car up t-o 80 miles an hour in
The respondent’s appeal to Su- for a third when the award came dairy farm with th*’ result that
time Academy will again serve a road in Owls Head within two or a 55 mile zone.
j rior Court on the sentence was along
Mrs Eila Leach is leader the younger Willis became a dairy- tc acquaint broiler producers with
The area includes
.sailings fiom Maine Ports.
escorts for th*’ Sea Goddess and three w* eks
The police officer remarked noted and he was released on $200 and Mrs Sophia Burgess the assist- man at a very early age.
Sea Princess through the F* stiva' th* hilltop at the Coopers Beach that Cavic would blink his di l»ond.
• • *
weekend
In addition, the Acad entrance and the approach up the rectional lights for a right turn,
The Sheriff’s Patrol said that
license. Hr was fined $5. to the from justice warrant against John
emy is sending its color guard foi hill from the Irving Smith farm to go off to the soft shoulder of th*
Judge Strout continued a charge
Howard of Camden for 10 days and th»- Boston man failed to return to
complaint
which
was
lodged
by
research bringi you
the ceremonies and will have the beyond the hill toward Owls Head road and just a.s the vehicle, con of
drunken
driving
against
he was released on $2,500 sureties. his own side of the road after he
Camden police.
It is a joint project of the Town
cadet band in the parade Saturday
the world’s first..
• » ♦
taining the three girls would Char les F McDonald. 33. of RockCamden Police brought him into passed another vehicle on Route 1
and State under the State Aid Road
morning.
come abreast of him. he would und to Aug. 1 pending results of
Thomas G. Mayer. 20. of Green court July 18 on the fugitive from in Warren July 27.
The coronation rites will be fol- plan in which both share in costs. cut diagonally back onto the road
i blood test. The Sheriff’s Pa- wich. Conn., was found guilty of justice warrant when the Miami,
Highway Commission division
lowed by the grand march on the
It pa>3 to practice safety 366
This procedure
was repeated t ol arrested the respondent July speeding 50 miles an hour in a 25 Florida, Police indicated that the
Pier and the Coronation Ball at engineer Henry Foley said Monday three times before the respondent 25 on Route 17 in Rockport.
mil* zone on Union street in Rock Camden resident is wanted for a days of the year, both on the
that the hilltop will be lowered
the Community Building.
McDonald, who u* stationed land July 27 and was fined $15 breaking, entering and larceny
continued toward West Rockport
farm and in the home, says the
Saturday morning, the parade three and one-half feet, which will and exceeded the speed limit,
board the Coast Guard cutter. Rockland police were the com charge.
Main*- Farm and Home Safety
will start from the 'North End at necessitate blasting of ledge, and Buzynski said
I iurel. in Rockland, was released plainants.
The Miami Police asserted that
the foot of Camden Street at 10 30 the road widened.
• * *
' : the custody of his commanding
• * *
Howard was involved in a June 29 Council.
EYEGLASS1
Robert Tyler, 23. of Sedalia officer.
Wallace Gilley. 23 of Fairfield break ir.to the residence of Frank
• * *
Mo.,
entered a plea of guilty to
pl» ad* d guilty to a charge of hit Ryan in Miami, where $818 worth
AUCTION
ANO
FOOD
SALE
John Johnson. 24. of Philadel
HOME COOKING
the complaint of speeding 80
and run driving and was fined $25 of furniture was taken.
GULL ROCK INN
Home Marti- Bread. ISnighnuts
phia, Penna . was found guilty of
Thursday, July 31
The continuance was granted to
Rockland police said that Gil
mil*
s
an
hour
in
a
60
mile
zone
PLEASANT POINT, MAINE
and Birthday < ak<-*
operating a vehicle without a ley’s vehicle struck a parking allow Governor Edmund S. Muskie
7.88 P. M.
on Route 17 in Rockport July 25
Tel. Thoma*t<>n 254-5
MBS. FRANK JIcAVOV
driver's license on Route 17 in meter in front of th*- Fiist Nation to sign an extradition warrant.
8 Water St.
Thoniaaton
ST. GEORGE GRANGE HALL He was fined $35 to the complaint Rcckland July 26 and was fined
•
»
•
Tel. 359
DINNER SERVED
al Slot* on Main Street in Rock
v hich was lodged by the Sher
Benefit Cemetery Fund
THI 88-90
I $10.
George M. Appleton Jr 27 of
land July 25 and he left the seen*'
iff’s Patrol.
On Sunday* I - 6 p. m.
Solaris
The respondent explained to the of the accident without reporting Boston was arraigned before Court
• « *
On Weekday, 5 - 8 p. m.
Sieriff's Patrol when they stopped the incident to the proper authori Recorder Domenic Cue* n«
Mon
Donald McCurdy of Rockland
CLOSED MONDAYS
him that the operator and owner ties.
day afternoon on a charg* of fail
* MW1III «Y TtM MWI> \
was fined $20 after he was found
nt
the
cat
had
asked
him
to
drive
•
*
«
Knox
County
Hospital
Auxiliary
ing
to
return
s*-aaonably
to
th*
Attractive
Raoms Available'
< 8ATTMT SIMM SUM'S ,7
guilty of imprudent driving on
SMtaatt
•, ' -•
his vehicle because he was too ex
right hand side of the road an^ vas
David
Duncan.
Jr.
Vinalhaven
Pleane Phone (or Reservation '
Tillson avenue in Rockland July
< BATTtav OMKATIB WMIN
hausted.
Appleton pleaded
was fined $8h after h*5 entered a fined $15.
25
NOT IN SUNI
89-ST-Hj
ANNUAL CARD PARTY
• « «
guilty
to
th*
charg*
•
plea of guilty to possessing 16 short
dt »AMOUS XIMITN OMAIITTI
Rockland police said that th*
Roy P Burchell. 17. of Camden
lobsters which were under th*
•You purchaM lenses and frame ol
respondent's vehicle was proceed p aded guilty to operating a mo>o«o»ooo«»bo»»oo»oo»tooob»»«oooooooo>euu»oo>Me>
your choice from your ©wo
THURSDAY,
JULY
31
minimuim size requir* d by law
gla« Specialist.
ing up Tillson avenue, toward . torcycle on Free Street in CaruThe Coastal Wardens noted the
Main street, 40 miles an hour m (1* n July 24 without an operator's
FOR LEASE
Yew mini mw and MM ■ M
2 O'CLOCK
short lobsters in his possession
bstiovo it
July 27
On a Gallowagu Bash
. • •
FREE DEMONSTRATION
Samoset Hotel

SUN-

POWERED

f/wingAid

The Office uf
BARBARA UICE PULLER, M.D.

tOBAtt

Huston-Tuttle

Book Co.
«M MAIN ST.

BOCKLAND
W-oot-91

Refreshments - Door Prizes
and Table Prizes

DONATIONS $1.00
TB’T’DO
I8888H888888888I

**

WILL BE CLOSED
from
MONDAY, JULY 28th
to
MONDAY, AUGUST 11 th
88-90

-WANTED-

Antlqnr Barpans, Commodes,
and Bash Stands in pine, maple
or marble top; also Lamps,
Dishes and Fit-lore Frame*.

BUD JORDAN
1 BBOAD ST. PLACB
T£L. <M
S9-T-U

Lvnn Stout of Rockland 'a fined
$15 after he pleaded guilt\ to the
charge of speeding 45 mile? an
hour in a 25 mile zone on North
Main Street in Rockland Jus 25
Rockland Police were the complinants.
B

*

«

Judge Strout continued a fugitive

Modern 2-Bay Texaco Station
ROUTE 1

(CAMDEN STREET)

ROCKLAND

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR THE RIGHT MAN
BE YOl'B O«N BOSS

FOR DETAILS CALL ROCKLAND 1699 or CEdar B4271
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TaMday-Thondoy-Saturday

Batty Family Officers Of State Archers

Lose Tourney Tilt

Three Times a Week

The Llmerock Gazette was established In 1840. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established In 1866,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897
Subscriptions 17 50 per year, payable In advance. Single
copies 10c Circulation 6273.

EDITORIAL

FAVORITE PRAYER FOR TODAY
Ou: F.itn i in Heaven
thar.k Thee for all Thy manv
blessings tb it .k sc ^videi.t in our time and which we ap
preciate so ,i;tie
We pray that the rich may be made
humble and generous—that Thou will grant the poor patieiiCf and faith to -injure the:: hardships and that we all.
with Thy h-Ip. m r- bring a:.out the brotherhood of man and
i just and lasting peace t< ill mankind.

i

GOOD BYE JOE"
No laii minded person vi regret advancement when

7

.y

Seth Batty, left, president of the Maine State Archer’s Association presents the trophy to Mrs. Lor
raine Buniford. the Matt- women's champion, Sunday afternoon at the conclusion of the association’s two
day field tournament at spruce Head. Looking on are Jake Graves ot South Portland, th e new junior
champ, second from right; and Edward Killinger of Portland, right, the intermediate* champ. The men's
State champ is Spike Sprague of Auburn.
Photo by Shear

The Kowa Bowmen of Spruce
The local entrants who placed in
Head-a.
- ■
t«Mk fi-.d IRe •owntition were n. n’aespert
..
- , B divi«:
E 1 Batty BI
t&urr.a ment if
M am
Btati
uid Harry Mu
4 Camd
MM
Archers Association Satuidaj and .hi!.d
Thornton Batty of SprueSunday at Spruce Head Head racked up a score of Sil to
The 74 archers present from five lead the bowmen cla-clubs in Main, voted in the Battv
I" th.- I
loo ’■ «l< WOfam. .
: 5 .
H J as their
d;v- '
***
®
came in third with a score of 656
state officers during their election

James
Batty placed second with a aewx
••4.4
T
Ko
B
■■■
th
d. fending champions in the
team competition, dropped their
tit., over the weekend to the club
from Auburn Who Kond UK. Th5
“
C*
" *
with a ll£*O scoi •
In the intermediate division.

Seth Batty was
elected president; Fred. Batty, vice

OLIVER GIVES TOWNIES TWILIGHT

president; and Mrs. Seth Batty,
secretary-treasurer.

LEAD AS HE BLANKS CLIPPERS

Saturday night.

L« d by the pitching of vt. ran v as fogged out at St. Gqorge.
Waldoboro now leads the loop
Lannie Oliver the Waldoboro
BELT LOADER FOR SALE
with an 8-5 record. Damariscotta
Townies picked up a 5-0 win over stands at 7-5.
In First Class Condition
In their win over Thomaston
Thomaston Friday and at the
ELMER J. HOPKINS
the Townies didn't need much
-8
same time picked up a half
NORTH HAVEN
TEL.
more than Oliver's hitting and
89 93
game on idle Damariscotta, who
pitching to pick up the win.
In the first place. Lannie
pitched magnificently in pacing
hU team over the visiting Clip
per.-, throwing a no-hit, no-run
game, a rarity in the league.
Lannie. a big right-hander, struck
cut 11. walked two, and faced
only 28 men in the eight inning
contest.
Secondly, he helped his own
cause as he smashed a two-run
homer over the left field fence
in th bottom of the seventh. He
had singled in a previous trip.
Here. You Not Only Find Quality At the Lowest

Where...

You Buy Your Car

Is Most Important

Prices. But Cars That Are Fully Guaranteed.
PLYMOUTH CUSTOM 4 DR. SUBURBAN

‘57

Powerflite Tran. Radio, Heater, One Owner
Priced To Sell
PLYMOUTH SAVOY 8 4 DR. SEDAN

‘57

Powerflite Tran., Radio, Heater, Sportone
Small Mileage — Can Be Bought Right
PONTIAC 4 DR. SEDAN

‘55

Hyd. Trans., Power Steering, Only 9,000 Miles.
One Owner
'57
'56
'55
'54
'53
'53
'52
'50
'48

Plymouth 6 Sedan
Buick Hardtop
Plymouth Stationwagon
Ford Club Coupe
DeSoto Tudor
Chrysler Sedan
Plymouth Sedan
Willys Stationwagon
Austin Tudor

Remember!

'56
'56
'55
'54
'53
'53
'50
'49
'48

Stude. Stationwagon
Plymouth Tudor
Plymouth Club Coupe
Plymouth Club Coupe
Chevrolet Tudor
Austin Sedan
Pontiac Sedan
Chrysler Club Coupe
Pontiac Sedan

What You Get For Your Money

Is As Important As the Amount You Pay.

MILLER'S GARAGE, INC.
DESOTO — PLYMOUTH — HILLMAN
SALES — Since 1920 — SERVICE
25-31 RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE 8th

The Townies opened up the
scoring in the last of the sixth
on a walk, an error, and singles
by Chuck Begley, Willis Hallov. ell and Lloyd Hodgkins.
Fied Eurnham. Oliver's battery
mate, had a paii of singles to
help hU pitcher.
Thomaston
000 000 00-0 O 2
Waldoboro
000 002 2x—5 A 1

THE PLACE FOR YOUR CAR IS
A.: indications point

'I .

t

Festival 1

-

AT HOME

i ecord attendance at the
Friday, Saturday arid

ejtv

Sunday August 1 2 and 2
That will mean that t* • i imal number ol cars that
crowd Rockland streets will b< t least trebled on those days
and it is of vital imports. > that the out-of-town folk be
given every advantage.
To that end it is impo ’ ,:.t that Rockland business
people walk to work on th-. • hectic days and in this manthe congestion c f our main and side streets
ner relie
for evert
f parking s;>
will be needed, either for
the great pai.id*
purposes
the parking of the great
number
' autom il.-s. for parking area will be
at a premium.
We shouai rep-at again th- importance of giving our
happy visitors every possil .
Kirtesy and endless patience
in rendering assistance and r.swering questions.

SICS TO BE OPENED AUGUST 6
never expected to live long
The writer of these lii
enough to s
the new R
No. 1 completed between
Rockland and Camden, y
the indications now are that
he will, except for some ur
asant happening.
The bids on the final £ • tch of the new’ highway, extending from the <-nd of th'
• . • nt work being done at the
Drive-In Th. a tie to Hobok
Square where the new stretch
to Camden ends, will be c • ed August 6, and work will
stair soon
On. f the pleasant features of the
new Rout I •
■ ■ the < ..nirution of the very dangerous
doubb- < c-..^ *•.'.••.! hav.
a
- made the Ballaid Paik
section a motorists’ nightmare.
Trav. .. .’.g the route between Bangor and Portland over
Route 1 th* motorist finds few St: tches of modern load
remaining to be taken care of.
W f- el that Commissioner Stevens and the Highway
Commissi on h •. most happily kept their woi d to do theii
b st to impiov. Route 1 and the whole Mid-Maine Coastal
area highway with much work on the chief feeder line,
Route 17. thrown in as a bargain.
-------------,-----------------------

most interest;:.. event in local politics this week
P
Dfl i n ly of Warren as chairman
df tht Knox Countv R jblican Committee.
Dillaw i . has youth on his side, an almost incredible
enthusiasm foi tin Republican Party and a drive and in
tense
1 i a., things Republican which will take him
a long w • and comd « asily, in the course of a short time,
any him to the head ; the Republican State Committee.
As foi Knox Count- Republicans, his election as top
man of the organization will mean that his enthusiasm
.‘•ill promptly spread t; .ough his now lethargic party. H<
7,’ill surround himsc If v. .th workers and see to it that they
work with his own contagious enthusiasm.
W S’ « good da s
id for the G.O.P. in Knox County.

Wieners and
ference in the contest
his
homer and triple accounted for and Morrisey.

Open Each Day from 11 A. M. Until 10 P. M.

27 FINE ANTIQUE SHOPS-ALL UNDER ONE ROOF
Flower Arrangements by Camden Garden Club
ADMISSION 90c
8PIXIAL: Brins **>!• *!»'• *° Show—It permits one nr two persons to buy tickets for 75c each!

COMA TO LOOK - COM! TO LEARN - COME TO WY!
89-90

Wildness and errors were the
big factors in the Linnox loss, as
Brewer picked up 10 runs on only
three singles. The Brewer team
sent nine men to the plate in
each of the first three innings;
without the benefit of a hit in
the first, only two in the second,
and a lone bingle in the third.

Six Linnox errors and a number
of walks given by Harland Peareon caused Linnox all of its
troubles. Pearson gave up all 10
of the Brewer runs, but only three
hits.
After picking up three first in
ning tallies the winners added
lour more, and enough for the
victory, in the second. Pooler
began things with a single, Had
ley walked, Parady hit a ground
ball and everybody was safe on
an attempted double play, Iver
son reached on an error, Conley
singled, and Fox accounted for
the final tallying as he’reached
on an error.
Parady picked up the other
Brewer hit in the three-run thiid.

Linnox finally pushed across
1 .s-ome run« in the third as an
error, four base on balls, and a
Spear single accounted for three
i uns.
Charlie Drew had three for six.
Bobby Spear three for three, and
Heathcote one for two to h, lp the
Linnox cause.
Brewer is now scheduled to
meet the Augusta All-Stars, a 4-3
winner over Bath in an earlier
gamp Sunday, at 5 p. m. Tues
day for the state championship.
Brewer
343 000 x- 10 3 2
Linnox
003 030 0-6 7 6
Parady. England <3> and Had’ ley; Pearson. Lowell <3) and Sul
livan. Drew (3).

Tips on Touring

■mb

6/ Carol Lane aHHKKi
Women's Travel Authority

None For The Rood
Lots of pc .pie enjoy a tall, cool
one with friends on a summer
evening. But, if you’re driving,
think twice.

According to tin National Safe
ty Council, e\cn two cocktails are
dangerous if you drive within
three hours after drinking them.
The Council claims that the

Stuart;

Mertzel

Use Directional

Directional lights can be a tre
mendous help in traffic if -h* are
properly used. Improperly used,
they are a real mi nae< to the safe
ty of everyone on the road

State Police caution drivers to
make certain that tie v ilo i. ,t turn
on the right turn light wh< n they
intend to turn loft—oi vice versa.
Several accidents have resulted
from such misusi of these signals.
Again, all of ua have had the
experience of driving along be

hind a car with one of its direc
tional iexhts blinking, even though
the operator does not make a turn.
This, too, confuses others on the
load. Make certain that you use
those lights correctly. Driving a
car is tough enough when you
know what the other fellow plans to
do and when he knows what >'ou
plan to do. Let's not complicate
the situation any more by “cross
ing him up '.
Machinery is the number one
cause of farm deaths outside the
home. Off the farm, the auto
mobile is the chief destroyer,
says the Maine Farm and Home
Safety Council.

-fe

N&LPLEX Extra coverage!
new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish

Extra protection!
That’s why homeowners call

• ODORLESS • DRIES FAST
• EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER
• LOVELY COLORS
THE

*

HOUSE PAINT

• This Paint is manufactnred
by the NATIONAL LEAD
COMPAN'V from premium
lend from their own mines.
• IT CONTAINS «•', OP
(AKBONATE OF UHITI
LEAD. 24', ZIN« DXIDI
AND OTHI-.K INGREDI
ENTS
PKODlf ING
A
EAMOIS I.ONG-I.ANTING
PAINT.

• LOOK MAGAZINE, APRIL 15, PAGE 33 AND MAV 13,
PAGE 41, GIVES A Nl.MBER GI I •HOTOGRAPIIS DE
HOMES. TOG ETHER Mini OMNI US' AFFIDAVITS,
STATING THAT THE III T< II BOV P AIN'T, AVIIK II HAS
BEEN ON FOR SIX TO SEVEN YEARS. IS STILL IN I.IKENEM CONDITION AND
FOR SEVERAL MORE
v ears;
• The Regular Price ul Itutih Boy Paint is J7.55 ■* ,,a*
we have reeeited a trailer truck load of this paint (all
colors), and we need the room ami monev, AVE MI ST SAC
RIFICE PRK ES :
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

$6.00 Gal.

$6.20 Gal.

$6.40 Gal.

In 5 Gal. Cans
In Case Lois
Single (.alien
PAINTERS GET A SPECIAL DIS< Ol NT:
WE HAVE ONE MORI. PAYMENT TO MAKE ON ABOVE
TRAILER TRI ( K LOAD OF PAINT.
AFTER THAT. M E
Ml ST RAISE THE PRK ES TO MAKI A PROFIT
MOST FIRST QI AI.ITV PAINT .MANCFAC TI RED AT THE
PRESENT TIME CONTAINS NO IFAD. THEKI HIRE IT IS
NECESSARY TO REPAINT MORE I HI CJI I NTI.V WITH
MANA OTHER BRANDS — I SPEC IAI.I.Y ALONG THE
COAST WHIRL THE PAINT HIM IS I XPOsI II TO SO
MICII EXTREME WEATHER. SO BI.IORI. VOL DC) ANA
PAINTING. CONSIDER THE QI AI.ITA A.NI) LONG LIFE
Ol FAMOUS 1)1 11 II BOA PAINT. REMEMBER — A Ol
ARE SAVING SI.55 ON EVERY GALLON:

/

-'I

-3

7

rm

average person needs “at least
three hours to eliminate the alco
hol in two cocktails.”
Studies show that two cocktails
may reduce vision as much as
wearing dark glasses at night.
Furthermore, coffer- doe.- not offset
the effect; time alone can elimi
nate alcohol from the blood stream.
And alcohol-even in small quantities—impairs the critical judg
ment needed for safe driving.
The National Safety Council
also reports that social drinkers
are a greater menace than com
monly believed. They greatly out
number the obviously intoxicated
driver. The drinking but not nec
essarily drunk driver is a big
factor in traffic tolls.
Says the Council, “An analysis
of highway fatalities during both
summer and winter holidays
showed that about half of the
drivers involved in fatal accidents
had b -en drinking. And speed was
a factor in more than 7 out of 10
fatal holiday traffic accidents.”
Make this summer a happy, safe
time-for yourself, your family,
and fellow motorists. Have fun,
sure, but uatch yourself. If you
drive, don’t drink; if you drink,
don’t drive.

Now Open

ABOVE NALPLEX—The Latest ond
Development In Inside Paint
Gloss and Semi-Gloss
Porch and Floor

Newest
$6.40 Gul. $1.86 Qt.
$6.95 Gal. $2.15 Qt.
$6.75 Gal. $2.08 Qt.

WITH FIVE GALLON PURCHASE OF INSIDE OR PORCH
AND FLOOR PAINT, WE GIVE YOU ONE C.AI.LON FREE!
WITH FIA E QUARTS. ONE QUART FRI I : A OU C AN HAVE
ASSORTED COLORS IF DESIRED. Tills MAKES IT EASIER
FOR ANYONE TO GET SIX I NITS FOB THE PRICE OF
FIVE—WITH THE FREE GOODS, THIS MAKES ABOUT A
20', DISC CU NT:
LESS THAN IIAE UNITS, II)', ONLY
DISC OI NT.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR CHEAPER PAINT,
WE HAVE IT!
FAGIT) HOUSE PAINT HAS 20-; LEAD AND ZINC . REG.
PRICE iMt.SCI PER GAL.. SALE PRICE $5.75 PER GAL.
ONE GAL FREE WITH FIVE (GALLON PI IK HASE.
EAGI.O PAINT IS GI AKANTI.I I) AS GOOD AS ANY FIRST
QUALITY PAINT AND BETTER THAN SOME. ESPEC IALI.Y
THOSE MADE WITHOUT ANY LEAD.
F.AGLO. MAGIC SATIN. INSIDE PAINT ALL COLORS.
GAL. $4.75 ONE GAL. FREE WITH FIVE C.AI.I.ON PUK(HASE. MAY BE ASSORTED COLORS. WHIC H MAKES IT
EASY FOR ANY ONE TO GET SIX UNITS FOR THE PRICE
OF FIVE — A DISCOUNT OF ABOUT .•<)',
ON OI ART
PURCHASES. WE GIVE YOU ONE EREE WITH FIVE. ON
LESS THAN IIVE UNITS OF THE ABOVE PAINT YOU
GET A DISC Ol NT OF Hi'..

MILL END PAINT
$1.59 Gal. - $6.00 Four Gal. Case
VAL5PAR OUTSIDE WHITE (Sno Wite Only)
$4.35 gal.
SUPER KEM-TONE
$4.29 Gal. $1.39 Qt.
DECORATORS' LATEX
$3.79 Gal. $1.29 Qt.

MOBILE HOMES

WALLPAPER - REDUCED 1-3 ON ARRIVAL

SALES and SERVICE

WE GIVE AN ADDITIONAL l»',
ON PAPER OVER 39e A SINGLE ROLL.
WE HAVE SOME BUNDLES LEFT OF
II) SINGLE ROLLS FOR $1.90

ALSO

For Full Safety

Ties., Wed., Thin., Fri. - July 29.-30-31 Aug. 1

The Linnox Babe Ruth League
All-Star “A” team was eliminat
ed from tournam* nt play as it
lost a 10-6 ball game to the Brew
er All-Stars in a game played on
capitol Field in Augusta Sunday
at 4 p. m.

Th

Lights Properly

KNOWLTON STREET

To Brewer 10-6

PAUL-THE COUNTY IS IN YOUR HANDS"

Tweedie and Hodgkins; Oliver
and Burnham.
Sunday afternoon in a benefit
game for the Arnie Robinson
Fund a* Thomaston the Clipper
Alumni defeated the '58 team 7-1
Oldster Charlie Hopk.ne pitched
his former mates to victory. Th<game netted $27.65 for the fund.
Contests slated for the early
part of this week included Thom
aston at St. George and Damaris
cotta at Waldoboro Monday night.
And in an important contest
SUBURBAN ALL STARS MADE IT
Thomaston’s Jim Halligan will
face the Damariscotta Redlegs at A BATTLE BEFORE LOSING TO
Thomaston Tuesday night.
The league standings are:
GARDINER IN TOURNEY GAME
Won Lost GBI.
Knox Suburban'.- Litt •
both Gardiner tallies. His leadWaldoboro
8
5
All-Stars
f-ntr-n d th. thir<: i ound off blast in the last of the third
5
Damariscotta
7
%
was the deciding blow.
Thomaston
7
7
l'i cf tournament play a. .< nst a j
Knox’s lone tally came in the
St. George
4
9
4
f ought
Gardiner All-Star team
top of the third to knot the score
gamely, but they came out on the
at 1-1. Denni«» McLain reached
The Maine Farm and Home
Safety Council is working to alert short end of a 2-1 scon in a thril on a single and scored on two
Maine farmers and homemakers ling contest Friday right at errors.
Billy Stuart was the only Knoxto many causes of accidents Gardiner.
er who couid do anything with
which exist.
The slogan is,
The game, as expected. »' jj? a
“When you work for safety, battle between pitches, wi:h only Mertzel’s deliveries, he had two
singles.
safety works for you."
six hits and three runs (two un
The victory gave Gardiner the
earned), showing in th, books.
District
II championship and a
Knox's Billy Wieners and Gardi
ner’s Joe Mertzel duelled f'own berth in the regional tourney at
to the final out, Wiener- . ave Portland.
Knox Suburban
001 000-1 4 2
only two hits, Mertzel fou:
100 lOx 2 2 2
“Speed” Mott proved the dif Gardiner

Camden Antiques Show
And Sale
HIGH SCHOOL GYM

it comes to a lrit-nd or an . mployee. Rather, such a fair
minded prison should rejo..
and that we do in the promot:
u! Joseph Crow.e\ manager of the Belfast-Rock
land
. p-.i !u Dbtiict to S’ .’t Sales Manager with head
quarters in Portland.
Nevei th* .".ss v. •• feel ,i t j’iiine regret over the depart
ure ol J • < . • >.
He i.s th type of man you like the first
time you s. . him and that :. it ndship grows with time. We
have b* ••
. iiriv (lost- to h.m. not only in his general
activities
a; .:. Rotary C.
doings as well, and while re
joicing in
s', p up t;
tdder of success we still will
miss tai' fin* . coking your.. Jia nd with one of those warm
personalities you read about.
His po rno’:on was eff. etive Sunday so all we can say
is "Ge • B". ■
and God B With You "

quent calls on local establishments
serving lobster. Not only has he
eaten his share of Maine lobsters,
Sets Up Lobster
but he has gone out with fishermen
Display In Rahway on their traip hauling rounds to
>tudy methods which he has ex
Albert H. Schaefer of Rahway. plained in his Rahway display.
N. J., secretary of Dragon Cement
Company, has a project all his own
The Slow Down and Live pro
in the Rahway Public Library for gram is .aimed specifically at the
publicizing Maine lobsters.
five “in-a-hurry” driving viola
Recently, he set up a display tions: specif too fast for condiwhich included a lobster tinp made ' tions, excessive speed, improper
by him which is about one-third passing, following too closely,
actual size and supplied folders and failure to yield the right-ofand other material on the Maine ( way. The State Police tell us
lobster and methods of fishing.
i that each of these “fatal five”
He acquired his interest in lob has been responsible for many
ster fishing, ar.d eating, through highway deaths. They remind u«*
frequent trips to the Thomaston Io avoid these violations—to Slow
plant of the company and as fre Down and Live'

Dragon Official

Linnox All-Stars

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson

MOBILE HOME
SUPPLIES

All Other Merchandize Remains At the SAME LOW PRICES
As Previously Advertised.

Law Dawn Payment
5 Yean At Dank Interest

WHERE U SAVE $ $ $

DROP IN AND SEE THE
MOBILE HOMES AT

UNNY
ACRES
Between Rockland nnd tamden
ROITE 1
ROCKPORT. ME.
TEL. ROCKLAND M48

CARR'S
WALLAPER AND PAINT CENTER
586 MAIN ST.

TEL 25-W

ROCKLAND, ML

DURING IXIBSTER FESTIVAL. FRIDAY AND SATUR
DAY. WITH EA1 H FIVE GALION LOT OF DUTCH BOY
BRIGHT WHITE HOUSE; PAINT IOK 83I.OO, WE WILL GIVE
A PRESENT OF ONE; QUART WHICH REGI IJkRLY SELLS
FOR «.!•; OB AN EXTRA GALLON OF PAINT, IN PLACE
OF THE QUART. FOR *S.M (Reg. Price fi 20), MAKING A
TOTAL OF SIX GALLONS OF FAINT FOR $34 BA'

I
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THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK

Governor Observes Sardine Inspection

MAKES HISTORY LIVE

AS EDITED BY LEE MORSE
Women'j Travel Authority

By F. L. S. Morse

Seeing And Perceiving

The Scrapbook has already told
A car, driven by Miss Rhea E.
I Von Pianta. 20. of Ii vington-On[Social and ccmmunltjr eveati I The-Hudson, X. Y., went out of
are eoliclted tor tali calendar. All | control on the Wallston Road in
are tree and spate here cannot be Tenants Harbor Saturday morning.
purchased.
Strictly commercial
Tiooper Robert Hofackei said she
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted Ttas decision swerved her car to avoid hitting
of the editor Is final.]
an animal crossing the road, went
July 29—Rockland High School, 1 out of control, hit an embankment
C.SB9 of 1938, holds their 20th and flipped over on the left ide.
reunion at Crescent Beach Inn. Miss Von Pianta escaped injury.
July 30 -Ladles of St. James'
Catholic Church, Thomaston, Damage was estimated at $30
annual fair at 3 o'clock.
July 30 Soutih Thomaston Commun ty Service Crub Fair at Grange
Hall, 2 p. m.

July

31—Knox

Auxiliary

County

Hospital

1

Enlists In Navy

Annual Card Party,

Samoset Hotel, 2 p. m.
val

Aug. 6—Thomaston Baptist Church
annual Summer Fair at the
Church.
August 7—Annual Reunion of the
Ingraham Family at Penobscot
View Grange Hall. Glen Cove.

BORN

Hastings—At Knox Hospital. July
27, to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hast
ings of Thomaston, a daughter.
Wotton—At Thomaston, to Mr.
and Mis. Sherwood L. Wotton, a
daughter—Krista I Dawn.
MARRIED
Livingstnn-Kangas — At

Kenneth A. Noyes

Kenneth A. Noyes, 10. son of Mr.

and Mrs. Cedric Noyes of Union,
left Monday afternoon to he sworn

into the Navy for a four year en

Rock !
land. July 19. Douglas J Livings
ton of Rye, N. Y.. and Miss Joan | SOUTH HOPE
F. Kangas of Thomaston bv i Miss Norma Jackson and Miss
George Glawson.
I ucille Jackson came home from ■
Camp Fair Haven at Brooks Sat
DIED
Mairs—At Lincolnville. July 27. urday for the summer.
Mrs. Sarah Hatch Mairs, age 67 . Miss Barbara Bennett of Mexico
years. Funt ral arrangements being
is the guest of her grandmother.
made with the Laite Funeral Home
Mrs. Margaret Carver.
in Camden.
,
Babbidge—-At Brooklyn, N. Y..|
Mrs. Emily Pushaw came from
July 24, Douglass P. Babbidge. hus- Razorville Sunday to spend three ;
and of Mis. Helen Shea Babbidge |
days with her daughter, Miss :
of Biooklyn, N. Y.. age 56 years.;
Funeral services were held Satur-! Lucretia Pushaw.
day in Brooklyn and committal, Miss Loraine Luce of North
services were hi Id Monday in Union is the guest of her brother- j
Pendleton Cemetery at Islesboro. in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. *
Simmons—At Coopers Mills. July
25, Mrs. Nancy C. Simmons of Frank Willis.
Washington, age 88 years. Fun-, Miss Norma Jackson and Miss
eral services were held Sunday Flora Jackson will conduct a
from the Flanders Funeral Home in
Waldoboro with Rev. David B«*ll Young People’s meeting at the
officiating. Interment was in the Chapel Wednesday night.
Humes Cemetery in Washington. j Mr s. Chloe Mills returned to '
her home Sunday after an ah- 1
sence of seven months.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewart Spencer
MALE CLERKS
and two children of South Chelms
ford, Ma^s., are passing two
WANTED
week* with her parents. Mr. and j
(No Part Time Workers
Mrs. Lloyd Brown.
Desired — Steady, Year
_____________
Arnnnd Work)

•Good Working Conditions
•insurance Benefits
• Paid Vacation
Apply In Person To:

H. H. CRIE CO.
326 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

two

of

the

Edward

greatest,

O'Brien and Capt. Samuel Watts.

In this and a few of the following

stories, it is hoped to deal more

fully with

these

men

and

the

ships built by them.

The

Thomaston

Public

Libra

ry has been enriched recently by
the acquisition of a great publi
cation called “Merchant Sail” by

William ArmMrong Fail bum. in
six volumes, printed and dis
tributed by The Fairburn Marine
Educational Foundation as a pub
lic service.
This set was ob
tained by Richaid Elliot, the
chairman of the trustees of the
Thomaston Public Library.
We
understand that the Rockland and
Camden libraries now have the
books. Consent to quote the book
has been granted by Vice Presi
dent Ethel M. Ritchie of the
Foundation. Many of the facts
in this story were found in this
publication and ^ome facts al
ready known have been verified.
O'Brien and Watts were not the
first shipbuilders in town.
The Mortons and Chapman and
Flint had already’ built Clipper
ships in the decade from 1850 to
1860 and must later receive our
attention.
From the middle of
the last century to its close
Washburn Brothers and Dunn
and Elliot built fleets of high
class schooners.
Watts and O’Brien, however,
built ships from 1860 to 1882 of
the so-called Etown Easter type.
For .some years the two men had
been in business together und
after dissolving partnership each
built a fleet of ships, some large
and some small.
Both were men of fine charac
ter, lofty principles, courage and
public spirit. At least this was
what I believed, along with most
Thomaston folk before it became
the fashion to believe that to be
a successful man one must be a
scoundrel. In my simplicity I
still regard these as grand old
captains of industry.
In Merchant Sail it is written
of O’Brien that he is said to have
built more than 100 vessels and
that he wa.s vitally interested in
every phase of shipbuilding and
the operation of vessels in world
wide trade.
Fairburn names the following
as outstanding Down Easters
built by O'Brien with the year of
launching and tonnage:
1863, Edward O'Brien, n. 1803
tons; 1866, William A. Campbell.
2005 tons; 1869. John Bryce, 1968
tons; 1870, Alex McCallum, 1951
tons; 1875, Belle O’Brien, 1903
tons; 1877. Baring Brothers, 2090
tons; 1877, Alexander Gibson,
2121 tons; 1.878, Frank F. Curling.
2200 tons; 1879, J. B. Walker;
1871, General Knox. 2141 tons:
1832, Edward O’Brien, IH, 2157
tons.
Edward O'Brien had built a
ship in Warren, namiHl it after
himself and this had been sold

Telephone 76 (or all social Items
< ARD OF THANKS
guests, parties, etc., for The
I would like to thank all my
Courier-Gazette, Mrs.
Margaret , neighbors and friends for the lovely
Wlnchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St. cards and gifts sent me while I
eocial reporter.
tf was a patient at the U.S.P.H. Hos

pital in Brighton, Mass., and for
their many othei kindneses. Spe
cial thanks to Mis. Kay Louder.
TOO LAn TO CLASSIFY
Mrs. Charlotte MacDonald and
THREE
room
upstairs apt. Mrs. Mary Caideiwood.
Mrs. Merrill Poor,
with flush to let.
TEL. 252-5
90-lt
Thomaston.
90*92 Vinalhaven.
IN MEMOK1A.M

LLOYD M. RICHARDSON, DJLD.
Annoanrn

The New Location of His Office
11 SHAW AVE.
BOCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1225
78-tf

151-Ttf

- did you know ...that PENDLETON al
ways means virgin wool?
It may be a sweater,
socks, slacks, shirts,
robes, blankets, or o top
per, but you can be as
sured if it's a PENDLETON
that the quality is con
trolled from the sheep's
back to yours. The uni
formity of the color, too,
will mean co-ordinates
that really match in shade
when they are new or long
after. Why be satisfied
with a copy when the ori
ginal is so much more
economical to own and
enjoy?

The reason? You don’t really
‘see” until your brain gets the
message from your eyes and un
derstands it. If you drive absentmindedly, your brain may not

town, or perhaps I should gay of

UHS Valedictorian

listment at the Portland Naval
Station. Robert Mayer, Navy re
cruiter for the Rockland area, an
nounced Monday.
Noyes, who was the valedictorian
of the senior class at Union H.gh
School this year, will enter the
electronics field after he completes
his basic training at the Great
Lakes Naval Training Center.
He was formerly a member of
Rockland’s Battery “D ”, 703rd
Anti-Aircraft Battalion, stationed
at Ash Point.

ind still be driving blind — right
into an accident!

two greatest shipbuilders of our

Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Seafoods Festi

A representative fiom the Social
Security Administration district
office in Augrusta will be at the
Rockland Post Office building, sec
ond floor, every Monday during the
month of August, from 10 to 12.30
and 1 to 2.30 p. m. Residents of
Rockland and near-iby towns who
wish to file claims for federal OldAge, Survivors and Disability In
surance or obtain information
should call upon this representative
if they cannot go to the district
office in Augusta. Every person
who has worked in employment
covered by the Social Security Act '
should learn about his rights upon
reaching age 65. Upon the death of
a person who has worked in I
covered employment, a member of s
the family should make prompt
inquiry about survivors insurance
benefits.
Persons severely dis
abled should inquire about the dis
ability freeze and benefits program.

You ran have perfect eyesight,

romething of the activities of the

|

Coming Events

In loving memory of E’izabeth
Jean Taft, who left us July 28,
1950.
Sadly missed by mother, broth
er and sisters.
90*It
IN MEMOR1AM

In loving memory of Alton E.
Foster, who passed away July 29.
1966

*Tis sweet to know we’ll meet
again
Where troubles are no more,
And that the one we loved so well
Has just gone on before.
Wife, Nancy Foster: children
Hester Maloney, Virginia Comery.
Maxine Harper, Alton Foster. Jr.
90 It

COMPLETE

HOME

BUILDING

Edward O'Brien
| to a British concern in 1862. The

! Edward II was later known afi
j the little Edward to distinguish
her from the Big Edward which
' was being built when O'Brien
I died in May 1882 and which wao
| completed
by
Edward
Ellis
O’Brien, the son. The little Ed| ward was a slew sailor and was
battered by rough seas, being
disabled several times,
once
crippled for six months. Finally,
she was converted into a coal
barge in 18S5.
In 1883. as Fairburn relates, the
Little Edward and the Big Ed
ward were in San Francisco at
the same time and were towed
by the same tug. one after the
ether. The Big Edward, laden
with coal was later driven on a
reef near Honolulu and was a to
tal loss.

The Andrew Johnson, never a
fast traveler, was lost Oct. 20,
1884, b :ng rammed by a British
iron ship.
She sank in two
minutes, taking 17 of the crew
with her. The William A. Camp
bell broke in two parts in a ter
rific gale in the Pacific.
After
23 days the mate's boat was
picked up off Honolulu. The cap
tain’s boat was never heard from.
The John Bryce foundered in a
hurricane 800 miles west of the
Samoan Island in October 1888.
The Alex McCallum. after experi
encing her full share of disasters
was rammed and sunk by the
Cuna’d steamer Servia in May
of 1893.
The ship Belle O'Brien was a
great carrier of heavy cargoes.
On Nov. 18, 1895. when 152 days
after sailing and 60 miles from
Queenstown,
Australia.
with
Capt. Colley in command, she
encountered
heavy seas
and
gradually foundered.
Alexander Gibson, after being
converted into a coal barge in
1911, was lost in 1911 off the New
Jersey
coast.
Capt.
James
Speed was her commander in her
more glorious days. Capt. Speed
lived on Georges street in the
house
now occupied by
his
nephew, Anson Prior.
The Baring Brothers, while in
Kobe. Japan wan deliberately
set on fire by disgruntled sea
men and was condemned. At one
time the Baring Brothers was
commander by Capt.
Edwin
Smalley.
The Frank F. Curling was
r.am» d for her first commander
and has been said to he the larg
est ship ever built in the town.
When only eight months old she
sank, because of had luck and
ill health of her officers, writes
Fairburn.
The J. B. Walker was named
for Di. Walker. Sr., O'Brien’s

CUT

COSTSI

“DO IT YOl'KSKLF’*
Hay Your Llrrtrlral Equipment
Here. We Will Show You How.
Wholeule Prices

’pick-up” what your eves see.
Scientists studying highway
safety report that driving a motor
vehicle calls for more continuous
attention than operating any other
type of transportation — including
an airplane.
For safe driving, seeing must
be perceiving.
How .can you be a perceptive
driver? Here are some tips:.
Keep your mind clear of irrel
evant thoughts. Think about tirivinij, and you'll be ready for any
emergency.
Sharpen your perception. Learn
what's important about what you
see and concentrate on that.
For example, if you're about to
pass a car, perceive its speed, road
position, clearance space, speed
and distance of other cars nearby.
But other facts about the car-its
make, color, year, license plate are irrelevant to the passing.
Finally, don’t drive when you’re
emotionally upset. It saps the en
ergy needed for perceptive, safe
driving.

Governor Edmund S. Muskie took the opportunity when h<» was in Rockland Monday. July 21 for
a political rally to study first hand the new inspection system of the Maine Sardine (ouncil which is now
in operation. He is pictured with Inspector ( larence Lincoln at Holmes Packing Corporation's Rockland
plant, right, who is wearing the new uniforms recently issued the inspection force. With them is Mrs.
Doris Richards of West Rockport who is the plant's first aid nurse.
All sardine plants in the state are
participating in the quality control program which is self imposed and designed to greatly improve the
Maine sardine pack.

MASON WHO WORKED ON ORIGINAL
Knox Restaurant
Opens Wednesday CAMDEN YMCA CONSTRUCTION JOB
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dandeneau are to open the Knox Res
taurant on Park Street at 11 o'clock

The only living member of the : Hart of Waterville. daughter of
John Taylor, the first general sec
retary of the “Y” and Burton
Stevenson, chairman of the fund
raising drive. Vere B. Crockett
will be the master of ceremonies.
The invocation will be given by
Rev. David Hick land of the Cam
den Methodist Church and the clos
ing prayer will be rendered by
Rev. Haig J. Nargrcsian of 8t.
Thomas' Episcopal Church of Cam
den.

contracting firm that constructed
Wednesday, starting a service
the original Camden YMCA will be
fiiend. She was the fastest of the which will run daily from 6 a. m. to on hand at 11 a. m. today at the
O Brien ships.
She foundered 11 p. m. with opening timp an hour formal ground
breaking cere
Oct. 27. 1917.
later on Sundays.
monies of the new ' Y ".
During the past few weeks, the
The General Knox was a three
Hollis Drinkwater. 93, of Cam
decker Down Easter and was couple have remodeled the build den. who furnished the masonry
named for Thomaston's favorite ing which is across the street from work for the first YMCA, will
Revolutionary hero. She was a the Knox Theatre and have com shovel the first spade of earth at
splendid ship. The average time pletely equipped it and installed the dedication ceremonies.
ol her eight voyages from North air conditioning as well.
Also present will be Mrs. Frank
Atlantic ports and San Francisco
being 133 days west bound and 130
For
the
photographs here
carriers of freight and took jus
days for eastward passage. She
tifiable pride in his product. A shown we are indebted to Richard
was burned in her 13th year when
loading at a New York wharf. noticeable feature of his ships O. Elliot.
The photograph of Creighton’s
Later, she was converted into a was a board, several planks
coal barge.
the prop
down. which was brightly varn store, recently shown
erty of Miss Frances Shaw and
O Brien was a trained ship ished, but never painted.
This is the first in a series of that of the kilns of Miss Rita
wright and master builder and
became an equally distinguished several stories on the ship« of Smith. We thank them.
F. L. S. Morse.
business man.
He built large O'Brien and Watts.

RUBIER

STAMPS

All Types and Sizes
ON ORDER AT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

FREE! FREE!

6 PACK carton CLICQUOT CLUB
WITH EVERY $2.00 PURCHASE OR MORE

At Our Spectacular

GRAND OPENING
THIRSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

New shipment just received!

JULY 31, AUGUST 1-2

GRAND DOOR PRIZES

2 55 GRIP-SAFE BLACK
Tubed TIRES
And 20 Free Car Lubrications

R. F. BLAISDELL A CO.
CAMDEN — MAINE

TM1

TO BREAK GROUND FOR ADDITION

FREE

Lollipops and

Balloons for your

ATLAS

Children.

TIRES

(Srrgarg’B
RIMODEUNG - REPAIRING
BOCKLAND

A

■rets Btpiyw

«ta*t afford Mt to!

H. M. BOWNESS
TEL. 377-W
Maili ex Addme:
Star Ble. 22-282
KocUand
__________________________ 88-92

Typewriters eaU AtMtaf
Machine Repeir Service
ALL WOBB GUARANTEED

State Newt Co.

HIGGINS & SONS (^SERVICE
CORNER PARK AND BROAD STREETS

ROCKLAND, MARNE
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As this newsletter appear* I
will be back in Maine touring the
third Congressional District with
Horace Hildreth and Congress
man Clifford McIntire. Thia week
marks the beginning of a very full
schedule through the next few
weeks during which time I Plan to
visit every area of the State. It
is indeed good to be back to talk
v. ith our people.
The I N. “Summit**
Cojiference
It is likely that a sp< < ial Sum
mit Conference to attempt to
reach answers to th- Middle East
problem will be held within the
U. N. We should approach such
a conference with the intention of
making every effort towards its
success. But we must be realis
tic as well and retain certain
reservations about the degree of
success a Summit Conference held
under such circumstances can at
tain. Above all. w. must be ex
tremely careful that the Soviets
do sot
ting for
propaganda mileage only.
Our
position in th« Middle East crisis
is entirely in accordance with our
obligations ur.dt r
international
law and our moral commitments.
Should Mr. Khruschev seek to
Use a Summit Conference in or
der to pervert oui position on this
issue such a meeting will accom
plish nothing more than to heap
more fuel on an already critical
situation.

The New Farm Bill
Last week the Senate spent
several days consid- ring an ex

tremely

r

• '
the Senat

• .

Libit transportation in. interstate
commerce of undersized lobsters. ’
The measure would also require
that live lobsters imported into
this country conform to the mini
mum size requirements which all
of our lobster producing states
impose. In its report on the lob
ster bill, the" Committee agreed
to ask the Federal Trade Com
mission to make a thorough study
with regard to current labeling
and marketing practices for lob
sters and other species such as
Rock Lobster and Spiny Lobster
(so-called) as well as other simi
lar types of crustaceans which
ai^ not true lobsters. The con
suming public is entitled to knc<v
whether it is getting real lobster
or some substitute masquerading
under the name of lobster.
State Maritime Academy Bill
The House Merchant Marine
and Fisheries Committee has
favorably reported the bill I in
troduced to codify and modernize
Federal laws relating to state
maritime academies.
The Sen
ate passed the bill about a year
ago and the outlook for this mea
sure becoming law appears to be
very good. Congressman Clifford
McIntire introduced an identical
bill in the House and actively
supported the measure before the
House Committee. This legisla
tion would stabilize Federal sup
port so that the state maritime
academies could tell entering stu
dents with some degree of assur
ance what their expenses will be
while they are enrolld. As such
the bill implements the recommendations of the Senate Com
merce Committee which made a
detailed study of maritime train
ing in the United States in 195556. It is my belief that if enacted
the state maritime academy bill
will go a long way toward assur
ing the furture of the four stateacademies, including our m
Maine Maritime Academy at
Castine.

Sr., were called to Portland Wed

Mrs.

Frances

li
•
make the farm program mor<

daughter

Sylvia

flexible and provide for a gradual
reduct, or;
■
As are 4a
these j
r.ow cost the American taxpayers
approximately $8 or $7 billion
each year- and represent the third
high est expenditure in the Bud
get.
Secretary
Benson
has
worked constantly to reduce thes<
supports and to relieve the Ameri
can farmer of .some of tht gov
ernment controls which past Ad
ministrations have scon fit to im
pose upon him. For this he hae
been unmercifully criticized, but
more and more people throughout
the Nation are begin1 .ng to real
ize the merits of h.s proposals. It
is indeed my great hope that this
bill will be ei
out any cripplirc amendments I
have constantly opposed a pro
gram of rigid high pric* supports
not because of what it casts the
American taxpav* r but also be
cause it is contrary to our es
tablished principles of free enter
prise. The Maine farnirs have
chown that they >t:ll d»aire to
run their own farms and to de
pend on th« ir own self-reliance
In so doing they are « ttmg a fine
example which people in many
others parts of the Nation respect
and admire.

Fish Bills Report* <1
The
Senate
Interstate
and
Foreign Commerce Committee
last week ordered favorably re
ported two of my biilt> designed
to aid the fishing industry. The
first of these would set up a Fish
ery Extension Service similar to
the present Agriculture Extension
Service. The Fishery Extension
Service would work in co-opera
tion with state and local authori
ties to bring the benefits of
modern fishing technology and
methods directly to the fisher
men. The second bill would pro-

;
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A LIMITED QUANTITY OF THESE CERTIFICATES

AVAILABLE TO OUR CUSTOMERS...

Regular Price
Certificate
is worth

To celebrate their 88th anniversary Simmons has made
possible this big, money-saving, sleep sale. Come in and
get your valuable Simmons Gold Certificate. Only holders
of this limited-edition certificate have this golden oppor
tunity to save.

Regular Price
Certificate
is worth
p

Your price
for either

Your price
for either

t»

<

IN TOWN!

9
t

»
been sold «O people w.th proows.
“straight as an arrow support
r 3U0 extra firm “auto-lock” spr.ngs,
M,f border. 4 cord handles. 8 ventrtr
nliful. long-wearing cover. Get tot
,av,ngs with a Gold Cert.ficate.

- rocK-uottom prices for certificate
’n’ n d'r8fnrCrtd
ycars °f sl«Pin»
of firm, resilient springs for
^PPort. sturdy pre.buih border c<Ld
-r ventilators, durable striped iover
any
mattress pm ed so low I
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i
»

SIMMONS

i

313-315 MAIN STREET

Maritime Oil Co.

uperp person.
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have had and repaid loans in the

Stay at Botfon'j finest—
a Near Business, Shopping, Entertainment end Educational
Canters a Luxurious Accommodations —Air-Conditioning,
Radio, TV Available a Riviera Dining Room — Coffee
Shop a Can Can Cocktail Lounge — Unique Sherry Lounge
. . . Entertainment Nightly a Ample Parking Facilities

BEST FUEL DEAL

jAl

Joy. said many local farmers

fiscal ,

PER PERSON
i
IN
)
DOUBLE ROOMS,

• lEJt 2.7IM

tor

the

*450

•

CHILDREN UNDE* 14 — NO CHARGE
MRKMO AVAILABLE

in

county supervisor. Darius D. | past several years, and are now
Joy. Jr., reported this week. Bor operating sound farming enter
rowers repaid $394,277 during the prises and gettidg all their credit
year.
needs through local banks and4
Loans for farm operations, in ether lenders.
cluding feed, seed, fertilizer, live
Banks and other lenders may
stock. equipment and other items advance the loan funds for farm
totaled $318,490. Credit to buy.
purchase or improvtment. or the
improve or enlarge farms or re agency may make these loans di
finance existing fatm debts ac rect from funds appropriated by
counted for $11,300.
Loans to Congress.
All other types of
farm owners to build or repair
' loans
at e direct Government
farm houses or other essential
. loans.
farm construction added up to
$101,900.
Repayments were made mainly
out of income received from poul
E. T. Nelson, Inc.
try. eggs and milk.
DODGE • PLYMOUTH
Among the resllts the farmers
have obtained with loans for bet
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE |
ter farming. Mr. Joy said, are
First Choice Used Cars
improved dairy herds, better
JTF.L. 720
ROCKLAND]
farm and family records, better
BT. 1, NEW COCNTT RD.
family subsistence, good pas
104-tfl
tures, and more modern equip-

I

• NEW end MODERN
• SETTING...

•

$431,690

year ended June 30. the agency’s

‘BREAKFAST

• Old Tradition*

NOW—AIR CONDITIONED GUEST ROOMS

nesday by the serious illness of her

of

: Prince
• George

vkUouraine

JOSIE ROBBDW
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey.

ment. Their loans have also as
sorted them to increaae their Rite
of operation in line with the na
tional trend.
The real estate
loan program is helping many
Million Last Year
farmers to plan and develop bet
Faim families in Knox and ter housing and farm building
Lincoln Counties received Farm facilities by either repair or
ers Home Administration loans building new structures.

Farm Loans In
County Near Half

7^'

South Hope

tient at th.

by Jerry Marcus

Handy to THEATRES •
SHOPPING • SUBWAYS •
HISTORIC SITES • BUSINESS DISTRICTS

Committee on Agricu’.tur
The
measure would provide more ef
fective pri
merit, and marketing programs
for various agricultural <ommodities, and it is ••-centrally in line
with recommendations of the Sec
retary of Agriculture. Ezra Taft
Bcbk n.

Mr. and Mrs. William Grant
Sherry have returned to their Home
ROCKPORT
on Spear Street after spending sevMRS. HERBERT CROCKETT j era! months at Florida.
Correspondent
The members of the WSCS and
Telephone CEdar 6-3592
‘ their families will have a picnic
August 6 at Walker Memorial
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson and Park.
Harold Grafam of Bath spent the
children. Donald and Steven, of
Westerly. R. I . are visiting with weekend with his wife and family*
his parents. Mr. and Mi's. Don at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Amy Miller, Mechanic Street.
Johnson. Richards Hill.
Mis. Shirley Kimball, who has
Mrs. Abbie Sylvester entertained
at dinner at her home on Beech been visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Street, Mrs. Marieta Stiles and LaForest Daucett. has returned to
Mrs. Augusta Shibles of Mt. Ver her home in South Portland. Pa
non. N. Y. The birthday of Mrs. tricia Payson, who has been visit
ing at the Daucett’s has returned
Shibles was observed.
Members of the Baptist Sunday to her home in Warren.
Rev. Chester Cooper of SpringSchool with their pastor. Rev. Carl
W. Small, held their annual picnic field, Mass., will be the preacher
Saturday at Sandy Shores. Trans for the last four Sundays in Au
portation was furnished by Staples gust at the Methodist Church while
Rev. David Hickland is having a
bus.
Mrs. Merle Summerton of Ver month's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith of
mont is visiting with her brotherin-law ar.d sister. Mi. and Mis. Iselin, N. J., who arc here to at! tend the funeral sendees of her
Frank Salisbury. High Street.
Flora Reins of Miami has been aunt, Mrs Sarah Newbert, of Cam
a caller of her aunt. Mis. Bertha den are staying at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Shyne, Pleasant
Bartlett. Beech Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Spofford Street.
Joyce Crockett was overnight
and family have returned to then
home at Wellesley. Mass., after guest Thursday of her grandparvisiting with Mr. and Mrs. Rus en>ts. Mi. and Mrs. LeRoy Tolman,
The Travelers Safety Service
sell Upham and family. Pascal and family at Rockville.
Avenue.
» 4'4'V Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Emery of
Andy Payson of Warren is vot Rhode Island were weekend guests
Disregarding the right-of-way increased the toll by 544,600.
ing with Mr. and Mrs. LaForest of her parents, Mr. and Mis. Ken
Daucett and family, Russell Ave neth Daucett, Russell Avenue.
;&..<rd on hei aunt. Mrs. Josie Rob motor trip to N. w York State duiDebbie and Jean Emery returned
nue.
ing their vacation.
bins. Thursday.
with theii parents after visiting for
Roxanne and Mark Bernstein, spent the weekend with her son. the past two weeks with their
George Ludwig was taken to
Camden Comunity Hospital Thurs who visited the Elmer Hart fam- Everett Holbrook, and family.
I grandparents.
:.y. have returned to South Port
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal F. Fogg and land.
• • In now york •
• •
Mis. Fanr.ie Bt ane of Camden
sons. Peter and Michael, are on a

The Road Toll

TEL 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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The Meet Again Cfub of Rock
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ville held their annual fair Thurs
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where a large crowd attended. The

w
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with bouquets of flowers of roses,
sweetpeas and wild flowers.
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hall was attractively decorated in
red. white and blue crepe paper
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day evening in the Firemen’s Hall
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HORIZONTAL

t-Slumbered
5-Dread«
♦-Comprehend
10- Wanderer

11- Greek letter
13-Large passenger
vessel
19-Squandering
1S-Perseveres
19- Sharpshooter
20- Weird
21- R ver in France
22- Pitched
24-Doubt
26- Sister (abbr.)
27- Resting places
29-Vast region of
North Africa
31-Dismal (Poet.)
33-Edible flesh (pi.)
36-Animate
38-Suffix. Footed
4O-Adjusted
42-Applaud
44-Quick in thought
,45-Renders muddy

Rockville
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
Correspondent
Telephone 813-W4

&

II

14

Friday Launching Result Of 3 Years Labor

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
46-Vast Russian plain 13- Specks
48-Silk fabric orna
14- Sinks in mud
mented with big
16- Clips
flowers
17- Verdant
5O-Ernett (Sp.)
21-Girl's name
52-Ass sts
23-Greaser
(3-Sorrowful
24- Horse
‘4-Brother's daughter 25- Pre serves
55- Noah (Sw.)
28-Edict
30-To rush in a panic
56- Lawful
32- News gatherer
57- Lock of hair
33- Term in billiards
34- Public repository
VERTICAL
for arms
35- Breaks suddenly
1- Prophetess
37- Part of the hand
2- Rents
38- Possessive of Pisano
3- Acted as head
39- French painter and
4- A cake (Obs.)
engraver
5- Not many
41-Town in Louisiana
6- Obliterates
43-Foreigners
7- Part of an inverte 45-To act in response
brate eye (Zool.)
47-Treasurers (abbr.)
8- Salary
49-National Diploma in
9- Sainte (abbr.)
Agriculture (abbr.)
’2-One (Scot.)
‘1-Grease

a patient at Knox County General
Hospital, has returned home.

Tenants Harbor
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
Correspondent
Telephone 69

Mrs. Bessie Boomer and Mrs.
Elizabeth Hales of New Bedford.
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
William Wilbur.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Whittier of
J. Herbert Ward and Mr. and
Kittery were recent guests of Mr. Mrs. Herbert Allen of Providence,
and Mrs. Earl Barter.
R. I., are spending the summer
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lea of months at their cottage, “What
Princeton. N. J., were fecent guests Cheer”, at Hart’s Neck.
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wat hen
Mrs. Lawrence Horton of Can
and family.
ton. Mass., and daughter. Mrs.
Preston Wiley, who is a patent Barbara Tinkham, and her sons.
at the Maine Medical Center in Robert and Paul, have been stay
Portland, was tiamaferred to the ing at Camp Gull Rock for the
Veterans, Hospital in Togus Mon month of July. Mr. and Mis. Wil
day.
liam Heniici, also of Canton. '
Mrs. Haroid Black, who has been Mass., were recent guests at the ,

CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES FOR A

Oscar Crockett of Rockland poses beside his 2 3 foot motor sailer, Gail, Friday afternoon at the
Fisher Engineering < o. beach, before it was christened bv his niece. Gail Nicholas of Rockland, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nicholas. The craft, which has a 37 foot mast, was built by Crockett, who is an
employee of the State Highway Department, over a period of three years and designed by William Crosby.
Assisting Crockett in the boat's construction was Woodbury Snow.
Photo by Shear

Horton cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Lowry,
who have been spending a week at
White Hall Inn at Camden, recently
entertained their sister, Mrs. Law
rence Horton, at the Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson and
granddaughter. Jane Glidden. of
Rockland are vacationing at their
Hart’s Neck cottage, “Harbor
View”.
Mns. Daisy Davis of Redstone,
N. H . is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Waiter Long of St. George.

SAFE WALKING TIPS

QUESTION

As in the days of Thomas Paine.
The*e are the times that try
men’s souls.
Two thousand years. A.D., in vain
We try to reconcile our goals.
On earth “with peace and mercy
mild.”
Where lies vestigial evidence?
A creature of the jungle, wild.
The Homo -Sapiens still lacks
sense.
Apocalypse! The Horsemen Four
Still ride. The clatter of their
hoofs
Our rafters jar, these Horsemen
Fou r,
Galloping across our roofs.
What bloody quest is theirs?
Are we. their grisly goal, the
heirs?
Peter Cameron

PLAYING CHILDREN

Madeline Gray. Farolin Hunter and
Glenice Bickmore were on that
table.
Jane Hallowell had a good busi
ness in selling homemade fudge
with several varieties of that
favorite candy.
Josephine Tolman had charge of
the blanket which was awarded to
William Knowlton of Rockland.
Gladys and Mary Tolman were
busy selling aprons, dish towels,
handkerchiefs and a variety of
fancy articles at the fancy table.
Sandra Rytky helped with the
coffee. Becky Bickmore and Joyce
Farmer had a good business at the
soda stand.
Proceeds will be used for the
Community Christmas tree and
church repair fund.

RESTAURANT

GILBERTS DAIRY
ROCKLAND

MAINE

Cranburger Sauce

1 lb. can Ocean Spray
1 teaspoon instant
jellied cranberry sauce
minced onion
teaspoon celery salt
Dash red pepper
2 teaspoons Worcestershire Sauce
Beat jellied cranberry sauce with rotary beater until smooth and
velvety. Stir in remaining ingredients. Serve hot or cold with
hamburger sandwiches.
For Frankfurters ...

Cranfurtcr Sauce

!

1 lb. can Ocean Spray
1 tablespoon
jellied cranberry sauce
brown sugar
5 tablespoons
,
1 to 2 tablespoons
, thick meat sauce
prepared mustard
1 tablespoon salad oil
Beat cranberry sauce with rotary beater until smooth and velvety.
Stir in remaining ingredients and serve on hotdog sandwiches.

'

Got Bats In
Your Attic?
Using repellents and then bat
pioofing the attic or other en
closed area i.s effective in getting
rid of baU. reports ths Fish and

Wildlife Service.

The Fish and Wildlife Service,
which is under the United States

Matinicus

their gamfs, often are unmindful of the dangers of traffic.

ERVENA C. AMES
Correspondent

The pedestrion death rate for children between 5 and 9

years of age is higher than for any other age group
up to 55.
Because these youngsters are less aware of the need to
walk carefully, you, as a driver, should try to anticipate

Dr. and Mrs. Baldwin and Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Fernell of Stam
ford. Conn., have been recent,
guests of Mrs. Hilda Ames.
Joe Kelley of Quincy, Mass., has
been visiting Harvey Siebert at
the home of his grandmother, Mrs.
Esther Young.
Harry Siebert arrived Saturday
for the weekend.
Kenneth Ives of Reading. Mas., '
arrived Saturday’ to spend the
weekend with Mrs. Ives and boys
at the Everett Philbrook cottage.

them. Drive slowly in school or playground areas, the

American Automobile Association urges, and keep your

eyes peeled for such warning signs os a ball rolling into
the street from between parked ears or the sound of roller

accident could be your own.
,
*

‘

From PLANNED PEDESTRIAN FROGRAM, publithed by The AAA .Foundation for Traffic Safety

-

Safety Council.

May You Have a Successful
and Prosperous Future

ON ITS OPENING DAY
A Sincere Wish for Success and

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE

Prosperity To the

KNOX

For Hamburgers . , .

When driving near schools or playgrounds, be especially

VERY SUCCESSFUL FUTURE TO THE

KNOX

> easy-to-make Cianburger Sauce is a natural mate for
meat! It is especially pood on hamburgers and meat balls. No
cooking involved either because canned jellied cranberry sauce is
used in making this colorful Cianburger topping.
Let the family spoon the sauce from a bowl or squirt it from
a plastic squeeze bottle. Be sure to keep a generous supply on hand
for summer lookouts.

olert for playing children. Youngsters, concentrating on

skates. Remember that the child struck down in a traffic

Mishaps in the home kill 3000
farm people each year and in
jure another 500.000 or so. cau
tions th* Maine Faun and Home

The girls were kept busy at the
various tables with Gladys Chap
man and Esther Schramm at the j
white elephant table where they j
had a variety of books, dished,
clothes, hats, bags, lamp shades
and what have you.
Avis Tolman was busy at the
grab barrel where the youngsters
couldn’t wait for the signal to be- !
gin to grab. Their eyes were
sparkling and they had a good time
opening their packages.
The food table was a very busy i
place and a very’ festive and aprpe- ;
tizing sight greeted the folks who
visited that table where several
kinds of coffee bread, muffins, cup
cakes, cakes, brownies, golden ■
bars, doughnuts and sandwiches
were on sale. Isabelle Knowlton. {

KNOX

RESTAURANT

Department of the Interior, has

recently issued a sheet on “Con
trolling Bats.” Copies may be

obtained by writing to the Bulle
tin Office, Extension Service,
University of Maine. Orono.
To drive bats out of attics or
ether enclosed spaces, the sheet
suggests
liberally
sprinkling
naphthalene flakes or paradichlorobenzene, over
the area
Three to five pounds of one of
these material^ is usually enough
tc treat an average attic. Repeat
applications may be necessary.
In addition to using repellents,
it’s necessary to bat proof build
ings after the animals have been

driven away.
All possible en
trances- larger than, one-fourth
inch must be closed.
The larger openings may be
covered with sheet metal or with
one-fourth inch mesh hardware
cloth if ventilation is desired,
narrow cracks can be plugged
with oakum, tow. or similar pack
ing material and sealed with
caulking compound. Of course,
all bats must be out of the build
ing before bat proofing is com
pleted.
Poison bait is not effective
since bats feed primarily on fly
ing insects. Fumigation will kill
the animals, but i.s highly dan
gerous. Only persons fully trained
in fumigation techniques should
be entrusted with this work.
According to the ALA. coun
tries where driving is on the left
of the road instead of the light
are: Great Britain, the British
Commonwealth.
Sweden, Hun
gary. Japan. Thailand, Iceland
and Indonesia.
Read The Courier-Gazette

CONGRATULATIONS
SPECIAL FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT

Jones, McDuffee & Stratton

RESTAURANT

90 It

A. C. McLOON & CO.
BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND

CONGRATULATIONS

BOTTLED GAS SERVICE

ROCKLAND

MAINE

And Congratulations

MAINE

To the

On the Opening Day To the

KNOX

CONGRATULATIONS
ON OPENING DAY ANO BEST WISHES FOR
FUTURE SUCCESS TO THE

KNOX

KNOX

RESTAURANT

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND
MAINE

ANNOUNCING

THE

GRAND OPENING

PRODUCE CO., INC.
ROCKLAND
MAINE

of

RESTAURANT

Rockland’s Newest and Cleanest Little Restaurant

WOODCRAFT SHOP

== THE ALL NEW =^=

U. S. ROUTE NO. 1

THOMASTON, MAINE

BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS
AND

CONGRATULATIONS
To the

RESTAURANT

EDWARDS & COMPANY
ROCKLAND

MAINE

CONGRATULATIONS

KNOX RESTAURANT

19 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

(Opposite Knox Theatre)

Wednesday, July 30
CONGRATULATIONS
And a Sincere Wish For Success

11:00 A. M.

To the

KNOX

RESTAURANT

ROCKLAND FRUIT AND

G. E. Textolite Installation

KNOX

And a Successful Future

RESTAURANT

HUSSEY and SULIN
PLUMBING AND ElECTRICAl WORK
ROCKLAND
MAINE

Seuiiwj Geed Hoi* Feed

-

Tt the

Medeuie Ptiew
KNOX

RESTAURANT

Open Daily 6 a. m. to 11 p. m. — Sundays 7 a. m. to 11 p. m.
H. H. CRIE COMPANY

AIR - CONDITIONED -

CLEAN, COMFORTABLE

H«rdw*re - P1*whi8|. Heatiag - Electrical SaffRat

ROCKLAND

MAINE
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sail today for Europe aboard the
liner Stockholm. They will go
THOMASTON
to Copenhagen and from there to
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
Sweden and Noway. In Oslo they
or telephoned to
will visit an uncle of Mr. Lar
MRS MAXINE MAHONEY, 32 KNOX ST„ TEL. 367-3
sen’s and continue to his father’s
home town of Kristiansand in |
Mr. and M.
Andrew Dalrym son, Mrs. George Woodward. Denmark to visit relatives. They !
ple of Wakefield. Mass., were Mrs. Bernard Hastings, Mrs. Le will continue to Amsterdam and
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. roy Philbrook .and Mrs. Norman visit the World's Fair in Brussells.
They will stop in Paris and LonCon non.
Bowdoin Grafton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Allen have tion before sailing from South
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Melgard
oi Oak Pa.k. Ill., are visiting returned to Dorchester, Mass, hampton for home in September.
Miss Judy Hill. Jane Gillis.
their son and daughter-in-law. after visiting Mrs. Kate Dyer and
Muriel Abbott and Elonia Grafton
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Moran.
Mr. and Mr<. Ea:M, ga:d
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Shepard will be waitresses Thursday af
The Mission Circle of the Bap
tist Church will hold a noon picnic of Deer Isle have been a few days ternoon at the annual summer
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward card party which is sponsored by
W ; •. :
the Hospital Auxiliary at the
Hastings.
Minnie Newbert
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFar- Samoset Hotel.
Rosanne Morrison. Jean Vinal
Those assisting chairman Mrs.
and Bonnie L< e Robbins an at land. Jr., and daughter, Mariana,
tending th (lit! Scout Bay Camp have returned to Hyde Park, N. Theodore Gutoske on the dining
Y., after visiting his parents Mr. tables at St. James’ Catholic
ir Camden this week.
Church lawn and baked bean sup
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hastings and Mrs. Robert MacFarland.
Mrs. Kate Dyer has returned per Wednesday evening will be:
are spending a few days in Phila
Frances Edwards,
Mrs.
delphia, Pa.
While there Mr. after being a guest of Mrs. Bessie Mi«.
Hastings
attending a special Whitmore in Vinalhaven for two James Mayo. Mrs. Richard Whitr. y Mrs Joan Melvin. Miss Ethel
weeks.
chairman meeting.
Upham. Miss Daisy Upham. Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Andrews
Girl Scout Troop 6 surprised
their leader, Mrs. Alice Robbins were Sunday guests of their son Barbara Davis, Miss Gertrude
recently with a birthday party in and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Hanley. Miss Judy and Barbara
her honor
Special decorated Mrs. James Mr-Keen in Stockton Hill, Miss Sandra Richards and
Miss Rebecca Robertson.
birthday cakes were made b> Springs.
Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick
Aic-ana Lodge, KP and Sisters
Mrs. Marion Vinal and Mrs. Ruby
Morrison.
Sandwiches and ice will hold the annual lodge picnic were guests of honor at a surprise
anniversary party when
cream were served. Those at on Sunday, Aug. 10, at Maker's 13th
tending were: Janet Prescott. cottage at Spruce Head. Every friends and members of the BapRoseanne Morrison, Noreen Ab one is requested to bring his own tist Church met after the Sunday
Mrs. Grace
bott.
Shirley
Doyle.
Brenda dishes. In case of rain, the picnic ' evening services.
Irvine of South Warren was also
Smith. Jean Vinal and Bonnie Lee will be held the following Sunday.
Mrs. Wilbur Vaaso is a surgical surprised and presented with a
Robbins. Mrs. Robbins was pre
-pecially decorated birthday cake
patient at Knox Hospital.
sented with a gift of jewelery.
Mrs. Douglas Young and child made by Mrs. Barbara Baines in
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Baker of
Dorchester. Mass., were recent ren, Bradford and Noreen, Wil observance of her birthday at the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin liam Mo«$s, Mrs. Wendall Young, same time. Mrs. Irvine made
Jean Vinal, Mrs. Edward Vinal the anniversary cake. Mrs. CaioGrafton.
Mr. and Mis. Jack Speed and and Cynthia Laurila of Cushing, , lvn Whitten made the money plant
children have returned to Byron. enjoyed a picnic at Reid State which was presented to the F’.tzPatricks.
!
N. Y.. after visiting Mr. and Park in Bath Thursday.
------------------Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Young
Mrs. Frank McAvoy.
—=SS=5SSS5
Miss Sandra Philbrook was returned recently from a week's
gue*a of honor Thursday evening
at a pre-nuptial shower given by
Miss Judy Con non assisted by
Guests
Miss Sandra Stetson.
were: Mrs. Blaine Jack of Bellast. Mrs. Willard Pease and
Mrs. John Perry, Rockland; Mrs.
Ivan Philbrook of Eau Gaillie,
Fla.; Miss Evelyn Bean. Miss
Mildred
Young.
Miss Norma
Clark. Miss Cornelia Keyes. Miss
Mary Bodman, Miss Emily Fitts,
Mrs. Thelma Jones Mrs. Ray
mond Robinson Mrs. Walter Hast
ings. Mis.- Gertrude Hanley. Mrs
Richard F.-yler, Mrs Karl Stet-

THIS WEEK'S
-

SPECIAL

FOOD

-

LIFTER

AND
BASTER

STAINLESS

98X

?o°rth

STUDLEY
HARDWARE

THOMASTON
TEL. 20
90-81

vacation in Canada.
The Swinging Beavers enjoyed
a cook-out with patients from sev
eral wards at Togus Veteran's
Hospital
in
Togus Saturday.
Those
attending
were
Mrs.
Blanche Slader, Mrs. Vinnie Ben
ner of this town. Mrs. Josephine
Sulin and Mrs. Dorie Delano of
Rockland.
Twenty members of the Lions
Club attend- d the picnic at King
Lion Enoch Clark’s cottage at
Lucia Beach Saturday evening.
Miss Avis Gifford of Wollaston,
Mass., is spending the week as a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Columb.
Miss Minnie Seaver has return
ed to Lexington, Mass . after
spending a few days with Miss
Nora Seaver.
There will be a parish meeting
following the Thursday evening
service at the Baptist Church.
Members of the Holy Trinity
Lutheran Church will make re
pairs on the exterior of the church
this week.
The Beaverettes will hold a so
cial evening Wednesday at 8 p.
m. at Beaver Lodge for husbands
and invited guests. Dancing will
be enjoyed. No admission will be
taken but members are requested
to bring refreshments.
Mr. and Mis. Peter Larsen and
children, Peter and Rebecca, w...

KnoX

M

or

FBONE 408

*

Local Horsemen Place Well In Camden Show

Safely Program Changes

»'•.

■ntrants in the Bridle Path Horse event line up before the judges during the Camden Horse Show
Saturday at Hosmer's Pond in Camden.
Photo by Shear

"THE MOST FHNTHSTIC EHTEHTOMEHT EVENT IN
THE HISTORY OF THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY!"

Michael TODD’S

by the Burnheimers of North
Waldoboro placing third; and J.
Q. Du.ik; ridden by Miss Haiy,
fourth.
ENDS TUESDAY
In the local class, English or
IAT. 2.00 - EVE. 6.15-8.IS
Western tack: J. Q. Dusky, ridden
by Miss Hary, placed first; Bay
*' EVttTONK GREAT "
v • M
AWTSltRE Of ALL TUft.! ' '•
/ ’ Rum, owned and ridden by Bevi erlv Clough of Rockport, second:
W.ilt Disney's
4 Tiny Mite, owned by the Thomas
.Stables and lidden by Stephen
, Thomas of Camden, third; Pepsi,
y owned and driven by Penny Kaler
ol Rockland, fourth; Master Man,
owned and ridden by Rebecca
TECHNICOLOR

n

u

U

PIIEIVpf

PAN

1\

^WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

J

•* O C K

p
<

THE WORLD'S MOST

HONORED SHOW

52 BEST
PICTURE
AWARDS

★ starring

♦

ir ir-tr ir

DAVID NIVEN

CANTINFLAS
ROBERT NEWTON
SHIRLEY MacLAlNE

AND

WORLDWIDE

PRIZES

SEE IT NOW

prmilyapri::s

TECHNICOLOR
icr»ew<o by
POt • JOHN FARP'JW r7
J POinVAS
I
V
Ari'jt-' N

WHILE PLAYING AT ADVANCED ROAD
SHOW PRICES TO RECORD BREAKING
) AUDIENCES IN NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
LOS ANGELES. PARIS. LONDON. TOKYO
AND CAPITOLS ALL OVER THE WORLD.

- PRICES MATINEE - 90c
EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS - $125

CHARLES BOYER
JOE F. BROWN
MARTINE CAROL
JOHN CARRADINE
CHARLES COBURN
RONALD COLMAN
MELVILLE COOPER
NOEL COWARD
FINLAY CURRIE
REGINALD DENNY
ANDY DEVINE
MARLENE DIETRICH
LUIS DOM IN GUIN
EERNANDEL
WALTER FITZGERALD
SIR JOHN GIELGUD
HERMIONE GINGOLD
JOsE GRECO
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
TREVOR HOWARD
GLYNIS JOHNS
BUSTER KEATON
EVELYN KEYES
BEATRICE LILLIE
PETER LORRE
EDMOND LOWE
COL TIM MrCOY
VICTOR MrLAGEN
A L MATTHEWS
MIKE MAZURKI
JOHN MILLS
ROBERT MORLEY
ALAN MOWBRAY
ED MURROW
JACK OAKIE
GEORGE RAFT
GILBER r ROLAND
CESAR ROMERO
FRANK SINATRA
RED SKELTON
RONALD SQUIRE
BASIL SYDNEY
RICHARD WATTIS
HARCOURT WILLIAMS

CHILDREN 50c AT ALL SHOWS
Passes and Free List Suspended
During This Engagement Only

Look for
Ithc

, 1 finest
H picture

’ you ever
ilhope
to see!

t_

Mrs. Simmons was a member of

Camden Theatre
4VI.V 29

Children I’ndcr It FBEE

Kim Stanley - Lloyd Bridges

ENDS TUESDAY

"THE GODDESS"

Frank Sinatra - Cary Grant
Sophia Ixirrn

"THI PRIDE ANO .
THE PASSION"

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 0-2197

The 11th annual Bay View Street
picnic will be held at the Gilbert
C. Laite Beach on Sunday, August
3, at 6 o’clock. Mr. and Mis. Gilbprt
w,„ aprve on ,hr
coffee committee
! Ther(1 wU| be a U3wn Party on
I Jtt,y w from w jq a m to 4 p m
at
^^y of Good Hope Catholic Elr°yGro,s

"THE LONG, HOT SUMMET'

"GUN GLORY"

It's Equal To Peyton Place

FOREST INN
ROUTE 1, WISCASSET
• Miles from Bath

Our Specialties:

With HOWIE DAVISON

SEA FOODS, STEAKS, CHOPS

TEEN-AGE RECORD HOP
Every Wednesday, 8-1, p. m.

Andy DiSimone, Chef

(Parents Note: Police Protected
NO Drinking Permitted)
75-T-90

I

JULY 30-31 - AUG. 1-2
Joann** Woodward
Paul Newman

FIX'S

LOANS
IN

I

FLOOR SHOWS
? MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

X

er-tf

»25to»1500
on your name only

DAY

or on other plans

^WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY j

CARY GRANT DEBORAU KERR

i

Creamer
are on a trip to Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bragg,
Jr., and daughter, Sharon, of
Farmington were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. E’.roy Gross.
Mr. and Mis. Byron Mills were
in Spruce Head Sunday.
Mrs. Nettie Winc’nenbach and
Mrs. Abbie Standish were the
hostesses at the Old German
Lutheran Church Sunday.
Miss Sharon Bragg of Farmington is spending two weeks with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

' Advertise la The Courier-Gazette.
Mrs. Nancy C. Simmons. 88, of,
Washington, died Fridaj at
I Coopers Mills nursing home. She I
was born in Washington. March 22.
MERRY BARN
1870. the daughter of Hilton and
! Nancy C. Wright.
River Rd., Newcastle-Boothhay

M f'

I7IVEIN

__________ an(i

MRS. NAN< V <. SIMM0X>

I

MAT. 2.00 - EVE. 6.15 - a.45

Mrs. Thelma Ford and Mrs.
Florence Day of Rockland are on
a motor trip to Canada.
Mis. George Buchan and Mrs.
William Kennedy were in Rockland Friday.
Ralph Johnston has returned
from Peabody, N. H., called
there by the death of his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bagley
Of East Hartford. Conn., are
spending a month in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Wiiliamson an<j daughter spent Sunday
wjth his grandmother, Mrs. Roscoe Hinkley.

the Grange.
She is survived by a son, Hilton
B. Batchelder of Augusta; two
daughters, Mrs. Jay Moody of
Camden and Mrs. E. L. Smeliie of
New Sharon; grandchildren, great
grandchildren and one great great
grandchild.
Funeral services were held Sunday from the Flanders Funeral
Home in Waldoboro with Rev.
David Bell, pastor of the Friendship Methodist Church, officiating.
Interment was in Humes Cemetery in Washington.

Mis. Heien Sh.-a Babbidge; a , 0,^), Luncheon will be served
Those bundled new»p«pero Wblch
daughter. Miss Suzanne Babbidge ; in thp Chuich Hall flom n 30 a m
hundred ^fu]
of Brookljn.
Y and his mothei to j jq p m
Mrs. Agnes Belion ire available though io ubogt
of Islesboro.
I and Mrs. Viola Spear will serve
supply, at The Courier-Oaaette of*
Funeral services were held Satur- . a, co_chairmen.
,
iice.
Six pound bundles of i rlnt»
day in Brook.yn and committal)
anj \f,,s Alan Hatch and
papers 15c per bundle.
Sil
services wetc? held Monday at 2 family of Connecticut are guests of pound bundlez ol unprinted plain
P
in the Pendleton Cemetery yjjg parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur white news paper*, 25c per bundle.
at Islesboro.
Hatch.
•
--------------------
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n
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Vieno Ruokolainen of Colebrook.
N. H., Hr. and Mis. Nestor Ruokotainen and Reino Ruokolainen of
West Paris have returned to their
respective homes, after being in
town to attend the funeral services
for their uncle. Carl Waisanen.
Mr. and Mrs. Emilo Heikkinen of
West Paris, brother and sister-inj-tt,
law of Mis. Waisanen. and Mr. and
Mrs. Uno Waisanen and son Ron
ald Ha irison. brother, sister-in-law
41000.%
and nephew of Mr. Waisanen were
t’
here for the services and have re
5AVIN6U
turned to their homes. The Misses
Paula Helvi and Kaisa Waisanen,
60ND%
nieces, will remain for a visit with
Mis. Ellen Waisanen and daughter
Sonja.
Frank H. Burns of Bronxville,
m
N. Y.. spent the weekend at his
Carol Lane Awards for Traffic summer camp on North Pond
Safety:
The number of awards has been Road. He had as a guest, Richincreased from six to nine.
ard E. Kline of White Plains.
All projects are judged accordy
5ng to the size and type of area
in which they were conducted.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Martin and
Awards will be made in three cat- gon Dau ll are spending their vaegories: (1) rural areas or towns
of population up to 25,000, (2> cation at Damariscotta Lake. Mrs.
towns of 25,000 or more, (3) an Martin is on vacation from the Syl
entire state.
vania Electric Company and Mr.
Three awards will be made in
each category. Top award is a Martin from the Central Maine
$ 1,000 Savings Bond and a bronze Power Company,
sculpture symbolizing "woman’s
flnd M,s nudo>ph Svganen
protective instinct. Second place
award is a $5011 Savir.gs Bond and and children of Fitchburg, Mass.,
a bas-relief of the sculpture. Third were the weekend guests of Mr.
place award is $250 in bonds and and Mrs. Edward Forss at Sennethe bas-relief.
They will
The three top winners travel to hec Lake, Appleton.
Chicago as guests of the pro spend a week with relatives at
gram’s sponsor — Shell Oi! Com- Spruce H.-ad.
pany-and receive their awards at
the National Safety Congress in
October.
The changes arc effective for
the 1959 Awards. These cover WALDOBORO
work done from June 15, 1958 to
MRS. RENA CROWEU.
J une 15, 1959.
Correspondent
The Carol bane Awards pro
Main Street, Waldoboro
gram is administered by the Na
tional Safety Council through a
Tel. TEmple 2-8261
grant of Shell. For information or
entry blanks, write to Secretary
to Board of Judges, Carol I.ar.e
Mrs. Kathrine Pennaman and
Awards, National Safety Council,
42-5 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Mrs. Verna Wiley were in Boothhay Harbor Saturday.
Illinois.

The only nationwide awards
honoring women for work in traf
fic safety have been increased 50
per cent. The object: to encourage
more women to carry out traffic
safety projects-and to honor the
projects according to the size of
the community they affect.
Here are the changes in the

Matinee 1.30 - Evenings 8 p. m.

1

MISS DORIS HYDER
Correspondent
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

mmb

TUESDAY

I "THE GREATEST SHOW MOW ON EARTH! U -THt MTIOMl I
9f KVKW

WARREN

By Carol Lana
Wemtn'i Troval Authority

The
Third Annual
Camden j medal when it placed fourth in Gould of Warren, fifth; Major,
Horse Show sponsored by the Jthe three gaited saddle horse oumed and ridden by Sandra
Tripp of Rockland, sixth; and
Whip and Spur C ub at Hosmer’s . 1 omPptition.
Pond in Camden. Saturday, drew Miss Pamela Gay of Rockland Peter Moro, owned by the Thom
a large
crowd and over 70 «r- placed third in the saddle seat as Stables and lidden by Mary
shower-- equitation for boys and girls 11 Thomas, seventh.
irants in
spite
of
Master Man. ridden by Miss
to 13 years of age.
throughout the day
The following are the local enBo-Janfles, owned by Helen Gould also placed fourth in the
tiants who placed in the top Moore and ridden by Joel Moore following event, the western trail
brackets in the 32 events of the Of Warren placed second in the horse. Butterfly, owned by Helen
Class C show
pet type pony under saddle event, Moore and ridden by Harold PuThe Trotwood Traveler, owned in the western grooming class, tansu of Warren placed lourth.
and ridden bv Ricky Peterson oi Master Man. owned and ridden In the pair class, Peter Moro,
Rockland placed second in th> by Rebecca Gould of Warren ridden by Mary Thomas and J.
model three gaited saddle hors- placed second;
Golden
Boy. Q. Dusky, ridden by Miss Hary
tvent. In the model Morgan ton owned and ridden by Harrison placed second.
In the equitation championship
test. Broad-well Belinda owned b> Arthur of Rockport, third; and
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Burnheim r. silver Tip, owned by Beverly contest, Miss Gay emerged the
Jr., of North Waldoboro, and Clough and ridden by Pat Wads- le&erve champion for the show
when she placed second. Broadlidden by Gloria Swartz, plac d worth ol Rockport, fourth.
first In s-cond and third placMias Debbie Hary or Owl« Head wall Belinda.' ridden by Gloria
UNION
were two horses owned by the piaCf(j third in the saddle seat Swartz, placed first in the MorMRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD Thomas; Stabl- s
m
Camden; equitation for boys and girls 14 pan championship event.
_.C,OruTP.°nte««
Peter Moro !idd' n b>' M ,:v to 17 years of age. Placing sixth
Thomas. second; and Chaim jn the .same event was Miss
= ridden by Clarence H. Thom,- Pamela Gay of Rockland. In the
Nelson Calderwood returned Mon- third.
western seat equitation contest,
day to the Forthv Fathom Fish
In the event for model pon; s Miss Rebecca Gouid of Warren,
eries. Inc . Marine Base, followinc 4G inches and ov. i. Twin Ph placed second; and Miss Sandia
a two weeks vacation.
Eoom owned and lidden by For- Trjpp of Rockland, fourth.
Mis. Lyle Cameron and two rest L. Spear of Camden, came
j q Dusky, owned and ridden
daughters of California are guests j0 first; followed by Tiny Mite
t,v pehbic Hary of Owls Head
of Mr. and M s. George Cameron, ridden by Stephen Thomas ind
piaCed fourth in the bridle path
When making out your will re
Rev Waltn Brown of the Meth- owned t,v the Thomas Statoles of hors, contest. In the junior hack member your church and your
odist Church .eft Sunday for his 0amden. second; and Bo-Jam.
iass. Bourban’s Wonder Genius. hospital.
ci lass,
annual vacation which ht is tak- own I'd by H,l, n Moore and driv.n owned and ridden by Pamela Gay
ing to attend a summer session pv Qtis Moo;-,- of Warren, thi: 1
Rockland, placid second; and I»OI GLASS H. BABBUH.H
for the month of August at Boston
Red Rambler, ridden and owi.ed Peter Moro, owned by the ThomDouglass Pe ndleton Babbidge. 56,
University.
by Ev. lyn Harv of Owls Head as Stables and lidden by Mai) formerly of Islesboio. died Thurs
J R. Danforth, master of Seven placed fourth in the junioi 4 H Thomas of Camden, placed sixth,
day morning in Brooklyn. N. Y
Tree G: mge, announces the fol club fitting and showmanship
Broadwell Belinda, owned by
lowing committees to serve on the contest. In the senior division of yjr and Mrs. Victor Burnheimer, He was bom in Islesboro, Decem
Grange exhibit booth for Union of the same contest. J Q. Dusky j, of xo,th Waldoboro and rid- ber 24 1901. the son of Eben and
Fair; Mrs. Louraine Gleason and csrned and ridden by Evelyn’s sis- I den by Gloria Swartz, won the Katherine Pendleton Babbidge.
Mi. Babbidge was graduated
Mrs. Jackie Hawes, co-chairmen
Ha y. ol
of Owls
i De>Ha
O'. s Head ,.ppn Morgan event. J Q. Dusky from Hebron Academy and Tufts
of the booth; George Day and Ni 
ame in second, follow <1 by , jdden by Miss Hary cime in College in 1927, and became a denson Calderwood, vegetables; Doris
Bourbon - Wonder Genius, owned thir(1 in tha, ,.Vent. In class 1A. tist in Biooklyn, N. Y. He was a
Miller and Besse Carroll, canned and ridden by Rebecca Gould of
the hackney pony contest, Twin member of the New Yoik Dental
goods; Aubyne Hawes, daily prod Warren, fourth; and Bay Rum.
Ch Boom ridden by Forrest L. Association and of the Episcopal
ucts: Mildred Burns, flowers; A.;ce
owned and ridden by Beverly Spear of Camden placed second. Church; a Mason; he served as a
Danforth and Juanita Hawes fancy
Cough of Rockport.
Celeste Marea. owned by Mr. captain Und<-r General Douglas
work; Harriet Carroll and Ann
In the fifth event for co.'.- two ,,ncj Mrs. Victor Burnheimer of ; MacArthur in- the Pacific during
Fa: ; i<. cooked food; Clara Day and
years and older ; Zal< - v.'i
i vned xorth Waldoboro, and ridden by Wor Id War n. and was wounded
Florence Calderwood. rugs and
and ridd- n by Lee Wood c; War Gloria Swartz. placed fourth while in the service.
quilts.
ren, placed third.
Golden Bov owned and ridden by
He had always maintained an
The Trotwood Traveler, owned Han.son Arthur of Rockport interest in the island, spending
You can’t expect to live in a
sunny world if you're wearing a and ridden by Ricky Peter.-on of I acid fourth in the open parad- many vacations there and getting
Rockland. took horn•.- other horse. The Maine Horsy Associa- others from out of state to summet
cloud on your brow
bon open pleasure horse event or purchase property there.
featuied Celeste Man a, owned
He is survived by his widow

WEDNESDAY thru

I Tips on Touring

To get cash for vacations or
for any other worthwhile

CAMDEN

purpose come to Public

We make Loot

SUMMER

Finance. We make loans to

a VACATIONS

THEATRE

men and women—married

e CAI REPAIRS

or single.

e PAYINO A GROUP
OP BIUS

THIS WEEK

You are assured

of prompt, personal service

and a monthly payment plan

to suit your convenience.

• NEW PURCHASES

Musical CeaMdy Hit
tin INSUtANCE AT NO ADOITSONAl COST

"THE

COME IN

BOY FRIEND"
WHha Breedwey test

"Should Run Forever"N. Y. Times
Resrrvatioaa Held VHU Curtate
PRONE CEdar MII5

eru

•

PHONE

-

WRITE

Taastfa^^Thvn4oy—

Rocklond Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 24, 1958

AT THE KNOX THEATRE STARTING WEDNESDAY

USE OUR CLASSIRED ADS

STARTS WEDNESDAY AT THE STRAND

ESSO SERVICENTER OPENING

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RBtTlNG SERVICES
HEBE’S HOW LITTLE IT COOTS
AdverUaemente la thin column not to exceed three Unee Inaerted
once for 80 cento, three times, one dollar. Additional Hnen 10 cento
for each line, half price each additional time need. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads’* no called, I. a., advertisements
which require the answers to be seat to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 cento additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no boob
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
ns received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

A scene trom "Around the World In xo Days".

BEAGLES for sale; 9 weeks j WHITE enamel wood stove for
old puppies and up to one year sale and other u^ed furniture.
old.
FRANK TTEBETTS, 118 'I EL. CEdar 6-2281.
90 92
So. Main St.
89e91
1950 FORI)
ton pick-up lor
1951 Nash, 4-dr. for^sale, also sate. Excellent cond. $350; also
1950 Chev. 4-dr.. $125; 1948 Chev 1953 Johnson 3 h.p. outboard
Club Cpe., $75; 1948 CMC Pick motor, $50. R. A. PENNY. 9
up $95; 1946 International, 1 *<• Broadway, Thomaston. Tel. 102-3.
90 92
ton. L.W.B., $195; ’47 Metro Van.
$95; 3 Homemade Tractors. Used
NEW wool braided and woven
Auto Parts.
C. HAYES. North rugs for sale also truck dol’v.
Nobleboro.
88 90 THE BARGAIN SHOPPE. 235
90*92
21” CAPEHART Console TV Main St . City.___________
WRINGER washer, 2 years old.
for sale, $50; aUo one 4-burner
oil stove with oven, one 2-burner for sale, also pil circulating heattil <tov» .
DANIELJ.O
Tel t i and Thayer stroller. 67 TAL
90-11
1169-VV.
88*90 BOT AVE.
Glenwood
Comb
gas
and
30 GAL. Copper Tank for sale,
black iron stove with coils and Oil Stove for sale, with stand,
water
coil
and
barrel,
complete
oil burner, all connections. Price
$50; 34 MAIN ST.. Thomaston.
$40. TEL. 491 after 5 p. m.
89 91
88*90
PRETTY Chestnut Tennessee
ANTIQUE Flower Painted S.-t Walking Mare lor sale. Clever,
lor sale, bed, bureau, commode, 4 yrs. old.
CALL Thomaston
chairs.
S.
COLLAMORE. 60 336-2.
89*91
Summer St., City.
a8’90
FLORENCE comb, gas and oil
21” ANDREIA TV for «a 1 e, range for sale; Kelvinator Reebony. TEL. 2087.
88tf frig., Kenmore Washer, all 3 yrs.
COMB Elec . and Oil Range for old; gateleg table, 4 chairs, kit
88 90 chen set, table, buffet. 4 chairs,
il<
TEL : BtW.
chest of
1966 Peerles - M ' • .. Hom** for studio couch sofa.
Mie; 42 ft.. 2 bedrooms. CAIJ. drawers, odd chairs and tables.
SMI
88 93 TEL. 538-W. 10 Fulton St
Cedai 6-2006
1957 CHEVROLET Convertible
MODEL A Parts for sale.
Spruce for sale, light aqua and white
RICHARD
WALDRON
88 90 Belair .power pack, radio. wthite
H Ad
BALED Hav for sale in field. walls, very good condition. Rea
$14 a ton. Call LESLIE LUCE, son for Belling going to Germany
89-91
Tel. SUU 5-2::09 Union.
87 93 CALL 1637-M2.
HE.W Y J ■ i- v T.
■ Ft:'.- • ■
for sale. Also bird houses, feed
HAVE CLAMS - WILL SELL
ing stations.
RAYE'S CRAFT
-HO? Pi• - ott iti •
87 92
Shucked and In the Shell
.'■'MALI. Pinto '. ding for -1 •
Clever, too spirited for children.
MRS. CHARLES CROMWELL
Bay Shellfish Co.
Clark
Island
Tel. Rockland
LOBSTER WHARF
S22-W4
90*92
PUBLIC' LANDING
new
Int' rnati
William
son. o. American Standard forced
TEL. 1487
air oil heating units. Get our
90*92
summer prices. We install com
plete. No down payment. Any
ADMIRAL
Refrigerator
for
where, 26th year. Also other type sale.
Good condition.
TEL
furnaci s installed. Write us to C: • a ood 4 2771.
88 80
day. SUPERIOR HEATING CO..
CO’ DSPOT R- frig. to: sab Ir
351 Sherwood St.. Portland. Tel.
MRS. TED
SP 3 8617.
87*105 excellent condition.
SYLVESTER, 22 Fulton St. Tel.
NEW St a in I ess Steel Coffee 2069.
8890
Urn for .‘-ale, aleo 4-<jt Electric
FOR SALE
Food Mixer.
DICK S LUNCH
Special this week only: 1953
87tf
Chevrolet 2-door sedan. $645. De
I d\ AN foi - a '
good <ood . pendable transportation Terms
also Westinghouse electric fan if desired. Call at 161 LIME
never used.
maple table, end ROCK ST.
_ 88*90
tables and rocker
CALL 1939-J
DINING Room set for sale,
after 4.
87-89
also lavatory, flush, hot water
ELL?
•' 4
UM)G tank. elec, stove., elec, refrigera
E. refrig., miscellaneous furni- tor.
CARL BORGERSON. 100
tur< TEL. 180
8M1 Pa k St.
88*80
A GOOD-“Buy" One M ga!
USED Doors and Windows for
Homart glass lined elec, hot wa sale.
windows size
13’^x26”;
ter beater for sale, guaranteed 15x34’; 22x44”; 15x36”; 45x44
for eight years.
See FRANK glass
size;
4
panel
doors
BRIDGES. j IL. T. 1. 1624 It. *5-tf 2'6”x6'6”; 2'8 "x6'8’’; wood fire
36 GAS Rang.- for iah
Only door 351?x83*?; 4 radiators and
used a few days. Prlct $125; 38 pipes; 30 gal. automatic oil burn
KNOX ST . Thomaston.
83 95 ing
water
heater.
ELMER
88-90
DRY Ska he and Hardwood Edg AMES. Ingraham Hill.
ings for Sale. Del. by ft. or cord
VICTOR C. GRINDLE. 56 New
BOATS AND MOTORS
<
Road T< I 1 •* M
96 80
FOR Good < b an Hard Ice ( all
14 FT. Chris Craft boat with
NORTHEAST
ICE COMPANY. canvas cover for sale. 15 h.p.
WARREN. KT. 1, Tel. ( Restwood Evinrude motor and boat trailer.
4-2860. Save trucking, time, and HOWARD STETSON Warren. Tel
dollars. Get your ice at OUR CRe«twood 4-2651.
90’92
platform. Fast, courteous service.
GUARANTEED Used Outboards
_____________________ 75-tf Johnson 5‘*. $125; Johnson 7‘v.
p/i; Fr< e Bbtimatis on A.urn. $150; Johnson 10. $225; Johnson
num or Fibre Glass Awning’s. 18. $300; Elgin 12. $99.50; Johnson
Canopies or Patio Roofs, al»*o, for 5. $60 Easy terms, 12 mos. to
sales or service on Burrow’es Com- pay
BITLER CAR & HOME
b.na’iun Windows or Doors—Oadl SUPPLY, City.
90-lt
or write the BURROWES COR
14’ KENWAY Boat for sale;
IDEATION. 81 Grace Street. Rock also, Craftsman trailer and an
land, or ptwzne Rockjiand 2061. 77-tf Evinrude motor. Uesd very little
QUALITY Aluminum Windows. Reasonable price. TEL 959-W
Doors, Awnings and porch en
8541
closures.
Glatex Siding.
KENNISTON BROTHERS. Tf’. Rock
SEEVICKS
’and 1430-W or CRestwod 4-2686.
76-tf
HOUSE Painting. For interior
I/iAM for sale for lawns. shrubs, and exterior work, also boat
anil flower gardens. NEIL RUS painting call AL FARRAR. Tel.
SELL Tel. 1544-W.
49*0 Rockland 1300. All woik guaran
GRAVEL for sale for driveways teed.
87 tf
and for fill. NEIL RUSSELL, Tel
LAWN Mowers repaired and
1544-W.___ •_______________ 49* tf
sharpened.
General
machine
“4_tsY Parakeets, Cages. Standis, work, welding, blazing, burning.
Toys for sale. Also, complete line Appliance repair work. BERT'S
of bird foods for ’keets, canariex. MACHINE SHOP, TeL 1383-W. 11
cockatiels, love birds, parrots and Bay View Sq.
72tf
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES,
RUBBISH Removal.
Prompt
8 Booker Street. Thomaston, Maine. service.
JOHN
CURRY,
TeL
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop., Phone 374 Thomaston 309-4.
42-tf
7-tf
Twenty-four Hoar Photo Service.
-------- gooddmed cabs
Ask for It at your local store or at
We finance our own cars. No
finance or interest charge. MUN GIFFORD’S, Rocklaad. Maine.
1-tl
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North Main
PAINTING CONTRACTOR
Street.
_______________ 16-tl
Inside or Outside
8xi2 LfNOEEUMS for sale, reg
Work Guaranteed
ular $10 95 for $695. NORTH
TRADING

EASTLAND

Thomaston.
----------- PIPE FOB SALE

POST.
1-tf

Black and galvanized. AI1 sites,
low prices. BltlRlNEli. MPG. CO
r.nw.
t-t*

irlilAiRp
" 'o V e'rHe '
pews nsi:

ofciRRLLJ
S I’Sjlst,

_b siamns ans
□ohhe saoiinn
caaon dhurb -j
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ijt GjinaSa tec
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Chimneys Cleaned
ALBERT BROWN
7 Cottage Street

Tel. 451-R
LITTLE d BOFFSES

2-tf

Building Contractors
Tel. 178-11
50 High Street, Thomaston, Maine
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile 4 Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling and House-Builders

Free Estimates
119-tf
WBX GO ANTWMBBE!
For inside or outside painting,
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
BRIDGES, JR. The best of work

fully guaranteed.
1C24-R.

Tel. Rockland
894f

SEPTIC Tank aad Cesspool
cleaned and repaired, reasonable.
Free estimate. >6 hour sorries.
TeL BOCXLAMD

Penobscot Bay with its refreshing
sea breeze. They will ocupy the
NORTH HAVEN
(•rvintry Peck and Joan Collins take a breathing speil before con
Chandler ottage. the ‘'Anchorage”,
tinuing their gruelling man-hunt in this scene from Twentieth CenturyETTA F. BEVERAGE
until Labor Day.
Fox
’
s ( inemaScope, De Luxe Color action drama, “The Bravados.”
Correspondent
Rev. and Mrs. Lowell P. Bev The Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr., production, directed by Henry King,
Telephone 16-4
eridge of Alexanderia, Va., came also stars Stephen Boyd and opens Wednesday at the strand Theatre.
'ic’ured art* brothers Li-slie and Kenneth Higgins who huv<* opened
this week to their summer cottage
and Mis. ESthel Bartol, whose busMr. an-d Mrs H. Daland Chandler the new Ess'i Servi<*<*nter at the junction of Park and Broad streets.
Mr. and Mrs. James A Lewis, at the Mill Stream.
They
reet-ntiy completed an eight week training coarse in retail ser
band was “Summer Doctor” in the and sistei . Mrs. Ethel Barton, n Sr., of Portland are at their Hill
vice station operation at a school conducted bj Esso Standard Oil Co.,
Vance Laite Stone returned to
teens.
they
enjoyed
a
motor
trip
turned
to
their
homes
in
MassachuTop Cottage for a few days. Mr. Camden on Friday after spending
in Brookline, .Mass. They will officially open their station Thursday,
and Mi ■». Alton Lewis were in town a few days with Mrs. Nellie E. around the Island although the. setts on Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Friday and Saturday with a grand opening during which they will give
dense fog blanketed the superb Chandler have spent th month of cartons of soda to customers and award as door prizes two sets ol tires
on Thursday before leaving Vinai Pease and family at The Tree.
ail 20 free car lubrications.
view from the north drive. They (July at the Paralyzo.
haven.
Dr. and Mis. Victor Shields have delighted in an inspection of the
Mrs
Marie
Ripley
formerly
of
Miss Jennie Beverage has spent returned from a vacation on the
S . A picnic was enjoyed at their
Bruce Arey arrived home on
several nights as house guest of mainland, and have a beautiful Lamont garden’s, after which Mi. Matinicus. now of Rockland was Little Thorofare camp the “Merry- Sunday from Brookley Air Force
Rice remarked enthusiastically jn lown on Saturday in the inMiss Eller. Dodge while her moth new Ford car.
coneag
Base in Alabama, where he was
“It certainly is good to be back tere3( of
Stanley products.
er. Mrs. Charles Dodge, has been
recently discharged from the
Mrs. Joseph Amsbury of Scit again, and I remember the island
Mr. and Mrs. Fiank Beveridge
guest of her mother in Vermont,
United States Air Force.
uate, Mass., came on Wednesday so wi ... and the picturesque farm
ar.d son Richard of Norwich. Conn
and elsewhere.
for the summer. Joe will arrive groups.
It hasn’t changed very
Vinaihaven again welcomes two
spent the weekend with her par V1NALHAVEN
Mrs. Joel Wooster. Sr., and son soon.
much except that the woods have
young men from the medical pro
ents,
Mi.
and
Mrs
Elmer
J
Hop

PATRICIA DUNCAN
Joel have returned from Water
Rev. and Mrs. George R. Mer increased a lot.”
fession for the summer. One is
Correspondent
kins, Sr.
ville. Joel, Jr., is not out due to riam were in Vinaihaven on Tues
Telephone 172
Dr. Robert J. Bruneau, 26. of
Mr and Mrs. Bill Gregory of
Charles C. Dodge of Washington.
the recent tonsil operation. Miss day.
Mr. and Mis. Charles I. the Litte Thorofare and their sonFitchburg. Mass., who is substiitD. C., spent a short weekend with
Jennie Beverage was in the library Gates, Mr. and Mrs. Temple Pat
in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
ing for Dr. Ralph Earle, while he
Mrs. Robert Smith of Monterey
for Mrs. Wooster.
ton and Leonard M. Gates of the Pau. Shutt. of Aberdeen. Md.. spent his wife and daughter Ellen at their
enjoys a months vacation. Dr.
summer home here, leaving on Park, Calif.. Mrs. Elizabeth HartAfter a long and hot motor trip North East Colony were there
Thursday in Vina.haven calling on
Bruneau is a graduate of Tufts
Sunday afternoon.
I man of Buffalo. N. Y.. and Mra.
on Thursday. July 24. from theii Wednesday afternoon.
relatives and friends.
Medical School and interned at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Grant
Millie
Vansun
of
Buffalo.
N.
Y.,
home in Fitchburg. Mass.. Mr. and
On Tuesday afternoon July 22.
the Maine Medical Center in
and two sons had Sunday dinner are visiting with Capt. and Mrs.
Mis. Douglas Crocker crossed the Rev. George R. Merriam con
Portland. He is married to the
WANTED
w’ith his uncle. Frank Waterman. Stillman Osgood.
ducted an eloquent and tuoching
former Helen Grade ski of Lincoln,
Mrs. Edward DuVall and daughREAL ESTATE
AVON needs mature woman in and cousin, Edna. Mr. and M s.
m morial service for the late Rev.
Mass., and they are living in the
i Frederick B. Kellogg, who died Rockland who would like to sup F. Leighton Gowen and family, |er Janet, of Borego. Calif., are Grimes house on High street dur
FOR SALE
plement present income. Pleasant who w’ill leave on Monday to re- guests of Miss E.za Patterson,
ing their staj’ here. From here
LAKE Megunticook Cottage, one I suddenly on July 19th in Groton, dignified sales work, part-time
Althuogh a comparative can put many extra dollars in turn to their home !n> East Lvnn for a few weeks.
of the most modern and beautiful Mass.
Dr. Bruneau plans to enter the
Mass.
Her
fathei.
Frank
Water

cottages on the Lake. 120 ft. wa newcomer he had made an imme your pocket. Contact FRANCES
Mrs. Merrill Poor has returned Ai Force Medical Service. The
terfront. beach and ljfntDcaped diate place for himself and family H. FIDES. Bowdoinham. Tel man. will accompany her for the
home
from the U.S.P H. Hospital other young man is Stanley R.
grounds. 5 rooms on cne floor,
MOhawk 6-2939.
99-9 winter. Frank’s sister. Mrs. Bes
in Brighton. Mass., after being a Saxe. D.M.D. of Malden. Mass,
modern bath and fieldstone fire in the summer colony.
sie
Grant,
was
also
present
at
the
MAN
wanter
for
part
t
’
m*
offic*
Coming over from their summer
place. Gu»st house. $15,000 fur
surgical patient there.
Saxe is in towm to conduct the
and general work. Write age. ex dinner.
nished.
ALLEN INSURANCE horn- in Waterford. Maine, Mr.
Mrs. Tina Christie was hostess Dental Health Clinic for the Vi
perience and compensation need
Petei Burr and family, who have
AGENCY. David H. Montgomery. and Mr. Albert W. Rice of Worces
i d \\ i :* Box P. T . >
THE
Pies. Tel. CEdar 6-2296.
90-lt
July
in
the
so-called to the Non-Eaters on Wednesday ' nalhaven Health Council for the
ter. Mass., spent a day last week €X»RBDR-GAZETTEL_______ 90 9 spent
I r.cxt six weeks. He was graduated
FOR SALE
“Miss Larkin bungalow'" left on for a picnic.
ELI ERLY people wanted to j
BEACH and park are close to at the home of friends, Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley R. Saxe trom the Boston University, Col
Saturday
and
brother
Benny
Bun.
this house with new bath, newly Mis. H. Daland Chandler. For Mr. board in boarding home. Rea
lege of Liberal Arts and the Har
Home privi'ege and family arrived the same day oi Malden. Mass., are in town for
painted, alum. comb, windows. Ru e this was his first visit since sonable rates.
six weeks and are staying in the vard School of Dental Medicine in
$7 4)0. SECURITY REAL ESTATE his wedding 35 years ago, and for MRS MARY PIERPONT Razor foi August.
80 92
CO.. Dorothy Diezt. across from Mis. Rice her very first appear ville.
M.s. Neil Burgess spent Saturday horn* oi Mi. and Mrs. Ro-bert 1958. He was married June 22 to
Village Green. Camden. Phone
the former Judith Shapiro of
MALE
or
female
clerk
with
j
and
Sunday on the mainland, visit- Kehvick on Pocus Point
CE lar 6 2’ 17 oi 6-329’.
884t ance. After a congenial lunch in general office and tvp ng exp I
Hollywood. Fla., anti they are liv
bujb
.dnd Catpt
Nej
,.........
Bur.
,
,
.
—
-----------------—
.
.......
Wesley
Peacock
visited
over
the
the Paralyzo with Dr. and Mrs. wanted for yeai round position
NORTH END—810,500
.
ing in the Kehvick house on
8 room House. 2 complete Paul Lamson, Mis. Helen Winlock Give full particulars. Write Bo- ; »r'89 "no 1S st“‘ a Parent in Knox weekend with his parents. Mr.
F. W. c/o THE COURIER-GAZ Hospital at Rock’and
,nd Mrs. Clarence Peacock in Focus Po,nt. Dr. and Mrs. Saxe
hatha, extra flush.
Hot water
plan to go to Seattle. Wash., this
beat. Excellent cellar.
ETTE.
90*92' Thu Guild snipping bet w., f
.j.
LOST AND FOUND
NORTH END—83500
fall for two years in graduate
COMPETENT Woman, ford o’ I held in Chester Dyer’s garage to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Martinez
Lot. 60 ft. frontage one side.
LOST on Glenmere Road black children, w’anted to cook an*4 day. Come early, bling a lunch and son. Joe. Jr., have returned periodontia at the School of Dent
140 feet deep. Other side 176 feet
help
with
children
in
Cambridge
The to their home in Dedham. Mass., istry at the University of Wash
deep. Across back 75 feet. This Dachshund, N. Y. license. Re Mass., starting Aug. or S«pt and wear waim clothing.
Call MERRILL, Tenants
lot ha« a new 2-car garage on it. ward.
annual Guild sale is on August after spending two weeks at tbeii ington.
Reply
BOX
9.
Northeast
Harbor
Harbor 9-14.
90-92
EVELYN MUNSEY,
,^9-9* 17th
Shower Party
home here.
27 Chestnut Street,
MAN or Woman w’ith car want
John Sample, who is attending
COTTAGES
Tel. 1711 or 1773
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Burgess
were
Miss Patricia Calderwood of
ed for light delivery w’ork Good summer school at Gorham, passed
88-90
town from Stonington on Sat- North Haven was honor guest a*
pay. CALL Rockland 1232.
COTTAGES to let. Spruce Point
i
short
weekend
with
his
family,
COTTAGE for sale, on Hobbs
88*9C
urday to attend funeral «?rvices a bridal shower given at the
leaving on Sunday afternoon.
Pond.
Furnished.
Boat, good Road. Spruce Head Lsland. In
LEAVING for Southern Calif
for Mis. Susie Philbrook.
home of Mrs. Josephine MacDon
road, nice location. CALL State quire at the Sylvester Cottage.
M. ar.d Mis. Stanley Fisher and
TEL 8088 after July 88
88d Aug. 1. Would like om passen
Donald Cole was home over ald by Mrs. MacDonald and Mrs.
5-2574. between 6 and 7 p. m.
r
amilv
of
Medfield.
Mass.,
are
at
ger
to
jhare
driving.
$40.
CALL
82*93
l.ARSE Cottage at
Norton
Camden. CEdar 6-3:86.
88 9G theii Little Thorofare summer cot the weekend with his family and Olga Carleton at Vinaihaven on
PENDLETON S Bottling Works Pond to let. with four bedrooms
Friday evening.
Miss Calder
MALE
or
female
experienced
tage recently owned by Mi and !• turned to Bangor on Monday.
Est. 1941.
Ready to go
The and modern conveniences. Avail
Fred Chilles left on Sunday lor wood opened her many gifts from
price is right. CECIL PENDLE able last two weeks in August. Bookkeeper wanted capable in Mrs. Stanley Gay.
DEAN
Contact M P. BRjOWN. Norton general office routine.
TON, 77 Summer St. Tel. 1980.
Mi and Mrs. Clarence E. Wat. r- the Veterans Hospital at Togus e gift table attractively decorat
FISHER. Fisher Engineering Co
82tf Pond or Tel. Rockland 1891.
ed in pink and white, with a pink
Tel.
2040
.
88-9C
man
Jr., and three children and lor a check-up.
88*9**
REALESTATEOF ALL KINDS
Mrs. Bella Middleton and Mr. and white crepe paper umbrella
Mrs
Waterman
’
s
brother
and
famTWO Wait! eases waitted. One
COTTAGE to let, with boat
FOB SALE
and Mrs. William Massey of Wil hanging in the archway. A lunch
Available Aug. 2 to 9.
FRED who can work until school open ily. Mr. and Mrs. Fdw’in Rich and
EVELYN M. MUNSEY
and
one who can work until Dec three children of Wakefiel-d, Mass., mington. Delaware, left last week ot sandwiches, cake and punch
EATTY. So. Thomaston.
Tel
Licensed Broker
647-W4.
______ 90-92 1 We w’ill help train right girls -pent Sunday with his parents. Mr. tc return home after visiting with was served by the hostesses and
27 Chestnut Street
Applj’ In Person 8 a. m. to If
Tel. 1711 or 1773
-tf
FIVE room cottage for rent at noon* MARION VILLAGE. Rout and Mrs. Clarence E Waterman. Mrs. Tina Christie. Enroute they a most enjoyable evening passed
HOUSE for sale, very desk able, Owis Head. Private beach, boat 1 Rockport.
visited in Manset.
by all. Miss Calderwood is the
8S-?
TEL
very reasonable and central. A’’ available after Aug. S.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Mr.
and
Mis.
Lewis
Burgess
PART-TIME
Work
wanted
un

MISCELLANEOUS
89 91
modern
conveniences.
TEL Rockland 614.
packing.
checking.
assembling
and Mrs Roseann Grant of North Calderwood of North Haven and
1116-W_____________________ 89-94
COTTAGE to let at Lermond’s small, light stock and maintain
BEAUTIFY. Insulate Fireproof Haven were in town on Saturday is engaged to Michael Bunker of
Pond fiom July 13. Boat. C. J. ing inventories where orderliness
BOWLEY, 85 Granite Street. 77-tf and method is factor. DONALD your home with John’s Manville to attend funeral services for Vinaihaven, son of Mi. and Mrs.
tw’o tone siding. Eliminates paint
Woodrow Bunker.
FOUR Room Cottage with boat W FOGG
TeL 132.
87-92 ing for years. Terms to fit your Mis. Susii Philbrook.
Cousens' Realty
to let, Norton's Pond. Inquire 12
FEMALE companion wanted budget.
Phone 1503 or 2b61 or
KNOX STREET. Tel. 1382-M. 75-tf from August on with elderly lady see me at 113 Camden Street, Rock
Business Opportunities
MODERN Cottage to let at Cres at Vinaihaven in comfortable land. E TOM LONG
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
cent Beach. C. J. BOWLEY, 85 home. Write or Tel. 73. MRS ____________
69-70-T-Th-tf
170 MAVERICK STREET
Granite Street.
77-tf MARGARET GLIDDEN
84’90
(OPIES made of important
WANTED about Aug. 1. year papers, discharge papers, deeds,
Tel. 1538 or 1625
around unfurnished rent, 3 bed birth certificates. While you wait
TO LET
61-tf
rooms. some land desired. Within at GIFFORD’S.
Across From Golf Coarse
PLEASANT redecorated loom? 20 miles of Rockland. Send full
WELL! WELL! WELL!
l.t_t______ _
________ «1
to let. Inquire at 9 UNION ST.
particulars to A.W.R., % The
If it is water you need, write
90’92 Courier-Gazette, Rockland, Maine. R. w. DRINKWATER, Weil DrillFOR SALE on Granite Street:
__________________________ 80*92 ng Contractor, P. O. Box 135
wVALh.
LARGE Front Room to let. 97
eaiss
Eight Room Home of many fine
TAC.toG
0V<TCN
GOOD Used Furniture and Appii- Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
89tt
features, such as, modern kitchen, Union St. TEL. 1979.
TRAFFIC
r
O
CROSi
We pay more • Plan also available, no down payheatalktor fireplace, new hot wa _UNFURNISHED Apt to let. 5 ances wanted.
------- T“
1
1
. 1
Inquire 12 MURRAY’S, Route 90. West Rock- ment necessary. Member of New
ter heating system with baseboard rooms and bath.
77-t< England and National Associations
1
TEL. 1382-M.
»9tl port, Tel. CEdai 6-3969.
radiation. Dry basement. Large Knox St
vSF
MASON work wanted, chimneys _______________________________ Ltf
NC
backyard. Three car garage. Will
ONE rm. Apt. to let. elec, re
j v4
finance.
V. L. PACKARD. Til. ft ig. H&C water. alao 2 furn. rms fireplaces, cellar floors
block CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTK TANKS
*1,-==
1950-M.
Star Rt. 22-282, Owls Cential.
TEL. 1116-W.
89-94 foundations, also asphalt r-fs CIeaned. repaired and installed
Head.
73tf
T<q Au,omatic cleaning
equipment
TWO unfuin. 3-rm. Apt. to let PT«m,eniCTria M1** Mason
" ** Free insPection and estimates
2nd fl.. oil ht. Adults only. Ref. 969JT P^O^x 493M
SANT SEPTIC SERVICE locally
iequlred; 45 TALBOT Ave.
BLANKETS and Rugs up to 9 lbs owned and operated Tel. Camden
88 *90-t f
Austin D. Nelson
wanted. Washed and fluff dried.
«_2fig7
7«_tf
UNFURNISHED Apartment to 50c to 75c; also, regular washings
----- '' let. newly decorated, centrally lo and dryings ar.d special ironing
Real Estate
cated. Adults only. CARL BOR CAMDEN LAUNDERMAT. 31 Bay
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
GERSON 100 Park St.
88-90 View Street, Camden, Tel. CEdar
ROUTE 1 - WARREN
MODERN
ONE Room Apartment, to let. 6-9318, Nelle Butler Cook, Prop.
all utilities furnished, central lo
TEL CR. 3-2328
56-tf
2 BAY TEXACO STATION
cation. TEL. 823.
9092
Mailing Address:
WANTED: Auto Body Tin. Your OX ROUTE 1 (CAMDEN ST.)
“SOCONY MOBIL OIL COM nearest and best spot to sell your
B. F. D. 5, WALDOBORO
ROCKLAND
SA-tf
PANY has FOR LEASE a modern scrap. MORRIS GORDON and
2 bay service station in Thomas SON, Leland Street.
52-tf
For Lease, on Gallonage Basis
LEARN PEDESTRIAN LAWS
CANDY Store and Luncheonette ton on New County Road, reason
SOME CAPITAL REQUIRED
Training provided
for sale on Main Street In center of able rent.
The
pedestrian
who remains ignorant of traffic laws and
Exrellent
Opportunity
for
coastal 'resort town. Priced right For information write SOCONY
Clayt Bitler
ordinances is short-changing himself. Such regulations are
Right Man
for quick sale. FRANK CARROLL. MOBIL OIL COMPANY Atlantic
18 Trim Street. Camden, Maine. St.. Rockland, or Tel. 115, attenC ALL ROCKLAND 1699
intended to protect him from danger in traffic.
86-tf
Wants Ta See Tea About
Tel. CEdar 6-3201._____________ 17-tf | t'on Mr. Young.
OR CEdar 6-3271
The American Automobile Association urges you to
A THREE rm unfurn. apt
•SIX Room House for sale, with
79-tf
Goodyear Tires
familiarize yourself with the pedestrian laws of your com
bath, garage, garden spot. Near with bath to let at 117 North Main
tf
schools, store and bus line.
10 St., adults only. TET-. 1624-R.
munity, particularly if you are a new resident. Ash your
Sftetf
WEST STREET. Rockport, Maine.
police department for a copy of these regulations. It is
FOUR rm unfurn. apt. with
DON’T DUcard Tour Old or
Call Csmden CEdar 6-3283
48*tf
FOR SALE: Union. 1 mile from bath to let. heated; also a two Antique Furniture. Cull B. JOHN
just as Important to know the proper rules for wolking as
RUBBER
STAMPS
village. 7 rm. house, bam, garage, rm. furnlahed apt. with fluah. 34 NEWMAN tor reetorlng aad reit is to understand the driving lows. To ignore either is a
good well, hot water, white cabinet Fulton Street, TEL 1317-W. 8fr4f anlahlng. M Maeonlc Street Tel
ANY SIZE
V
CLEAN Furnished Apta. to let, 110MC.
sink, plenty cupboards, counters,
serious risk.
Ou Order at
Scrap Irou,
flush, oil heat, alum. comb, doors, free lights aad water. 2 to 4 rooms,
wood screens, storm windows, 4 heated aad anheated, $7 to 510
F-am PLANNED PEDESTRIAN PROGRAM, pubTNI COURKB-GAZim
c®»
M0BB1S GORDON uui SON
seres.
FRANCES LUCAS, Routs week. V. F. 8TUDLBY. Broadway,
Iwhed by The AAA Fourdabon ter tretRc letety
131. Appleton Road, Tsk STate TeL UM, or n Part Street, Tel.
5-3379, I to 7 p. m.
55*92

SAFE WALKING TIPS

Rockland Courier-Gorette, Tuesday, July ?♦, 1H8
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ICE, INSTRUMENTS AND IVORY

TO OBSERVE GOLDEN

'The Boy Friend"

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

Opening Today At GULLS—AN IMPROBABLE YEAR

Camden Theatre

By Spencer Apollonin

By Spencer Ai'oltanio
|
The International Geophysical
Year, the 18 month co-operative
scientific program of over 80 nations to explore the physics of the
earth and its enviroment, was the
cause of a remarkable disperision
of people to unlikely and remote
places over the surface of the earth
and even below its surface. Giaciers on the tops of mountains, isolated South Pacific islands, the
South Pole itself and even an ocean
current, deep in the seas off the
coast of Japan, have all been occupied for greater or lesser periods
of time. In all of thesse places the
problem for study and the very reason foi1 being has been and still is
simply to try to find out why such
things as weather patterns, auroral
displays, magnetic forces, tides and
oth* r physical phenomena of the
earth behave as they do.
Even
now, before the “year” is completed, the answers to some of *

Opening Tuesday, July 29. at the
Camden Summer Theatre, “The
Boy Friend ”, the gay musical spoof

Canton Lafayette ar.d Auxiliary
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hi?, have
returned home after spending a will hold their annual banquet at
week's vacation at the Bond cot Beach Inn on Wednesday. July 30.
Members wishing to attend who
tage at Damariscotta Lake.
have not been contacted may call
Mrs. Lillian Nason of Glaston Nestoi Brown at 1445-W on or be
bury, Conn., is paving an extended fore Tuesday night. Ail planning
visit with her daughter and family, to attend are requested to be in
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Call, West Lincolnville bv 6.30.
Meadow Road.
Miss Muriel Cunningham of the
Mrs. Blanche Petsche of Long staff of the Wellesley Hospital.
Beach. Calif., was a weekend guest Toronto. Canada, was recent guest
of Major and Mrs. E.mei Bai de. of her aunt. Mis.
Berkeley Street.
—
M: and Mrs Frederick NewMrs. Audrey Teel ar.d nephew. combe and son were overnight
Edward L. Baxter. have returned guests of Mr. ; nd Mis. Arthur;
from a trip to Niagara Falls and Bow <y Talbot Avenue, enroute to
Toronto. Canada, returning via their hem- in Danvers, Mass.,
New York State where they toured from Presque Isle.
the Corning Glass work and visited
-------The Bvaverettes will hold a social
James Brown, administrator of tht
Corning Museum former admin at B- aver Lodge on Wednesday eve
istrator of the Farnsworth Museum ning at 8 p. m. for husbands and
guests. There will be no admission
in Rockland.
but members are requested to take
The Ladies’ Aux;l;a-y of Knox sandwiches, brownies or doughnuts
County General H spiral have com for the coffee table.
pleted their plans for their annua,
card party on Thursday afternoon
Mr. anti Mrs. Howard Edwards
July 31. at 2 p m. at the Samoset entertained the Mid-Week Club on
Hotel. The public is invited and Wednesday at their Crescent Beach
refreshments and prizes will be cottage for a picnic supper and so
offered. Tickets may be obtained cial evening with husbands as spe
from the following: Mrs. Leroy cial guests. Those attending were:
Norwood. Mrs. Leland Ph .brook Mi and Mrs. Theodore Andrus.
and Mrs. Henry Teague of Warren; Mr. and Mrs. Roger Rafford. Mr
Mrs. Merita Hawi, y of Thomaston; and Mis Richard Staples. Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Leonard. Sr., of M's. Manuel Wlnchenbaugh. Mi
Union; Mrs. Edith O'Brien of Cam and Mrs. Albert Raymond. State
den; Mrs. James Moore. Mrs Ken Trooper and Mis. Lawrence Chap
nedy Crane, Jr and Mrs Edward man ar.d Mr. and Mis. Earl Cook.
Rochester of Glen Cove; Mrs.
Bradford Adams of Owls Head:
Recent guests of Mr. and Mis.
Mrs. Robert McCarty. Mrs Dana Edwin Spear. Sr.. Rankin Street,
Newman. Mrs. Frederic Bird. Mrs. have been their son Edwin Spear.
Albert Jameson. Mrs. Gilmore J . and daughter Linda of Pough
Soule. Mrs. Anthony Cevasco. M: - keepsie 'X. Y.. and their son-inJeanette Small Mr*. Frank Cars- law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
ley. Mrs. Isidor Gordon M s. Rob Shei'wwin Bardsley. and four sons
ert Hudson. Mrs, Stewart Burgess. of Westboro. Mass
Mis. Lawrence Miller and Mrs. Na
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Green
than Berliawsky.
and children of Jackson Michigan,
Telephone 76 for all social items are visiting Mi. Green’s parents.
guests, parti ee, etc., for Tht Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Green, of
Courier-Gazette.
Mr«.
Margarei T a Street for two weeks.
Winchenbaugh, 161 Llmerock St.
social reporter
t:

V

■' If.

of the 1920's when flappers, bobbed
hair and the Charleston were all
“the rage’’.
In the lead role of Polly, the

Camden Summer Theatre has a
discovery of its own in Maureen
Clancy whose voice, warmth and
humor on stage contribute so much.
Opposite her, playing the part of
Tony is Robert Kirk who now adds
to his already extremely varied
rapetoire. a bit of accomplished
singing and dancing. As Maisie,
Polly's most riotous, ga.v friend is
Alice Kenner. Bobby Van Husen
is played by Skip Avery.
The Boy Friend’’ is one musical
comedy which we imported from
England, a reverse of the usual
procedure, after opening to great
excitement in London where it ran
( apt. and Mrs. Henry Lurvey
for three and a half years.
“The Boy’ Friend” is still playing these questions have been I. Captain and Mis Henry Lurvey. tain Lurvey.
vealed. Years of work, however,
formerly of Masonic Street. Rock
Attending ar.d a>s.sting in serving to packed houses in New York
will be necessary before all the in
Mra. Ruby Gil? y where it was revived by Gus
land. will observe their golden wed a . ; , - - •
formation collected by this unique
ding anniversary August 3 with M.' E.zabeth H. grove. Mrs. Cal Schirmer and once more scored a
international effort wild have been
open house at theii home in South vin DolHvei Mis. Lurvey’s broth hit.
evaluated. Even in the process of
west Harbor from 1 to 3 o’clock. er's wift. all of Southwest Harbor.
finding
the answers to the ques
All friends are cordially invited. Captain Ht rbert Lurvey. brother of
A Peach of A
tions which the scientists set out
Refreshments will be served. Cap Captain Henry and Mi s Viola Mur
to explore, it is almost inevitable
tain Lurvey is now retired after phy of Southwest Harbor and Mrs. Summer Dessert
that more new’ problems will apLurvey’s brother. Calvin Dolliver,
spending 4-8 years on the water.
Meal planning is “peaches and pear than were orginallv thought
Mrs. Lurvey was very active in also the Lurvey’s daugters, Mrs.
the Pratt Memorial Methodist Saxon DeWolf» of Thomaston and cream’’ for the homt maker w ho ofl This in itself is a good reason
Church in Rockland and has a host Mrs Elizabeth Hiilgrove of South blends these two refreshing and for the IGY; we tend to take the
nutritious foods into one delectable earth, with which we are sa fami
of friends in this city as does Cap- Hope.
dessert. For, no matter what the liar, for granted and yet our real
menu might be, the rich, sweet acquaintance is just beginning.
During the IGY much attention
MARGARET RANDOLPH ENGAGED
flavor cf peaches and whipped
cream will make this combination has been justly focused on the re
Dr. and Mrs. A Franklin Ran- Mu Soronty. Sin is a senior at
the highlight of any summer din markable efforts by the Navy and
dolph of Waldoboro announce the Fisher C
in Boston,
the civilian scientists in the Antarcner.
engagement of their daughter Miss
Mr. Hodgkins was graduated
Here’s a recipe for Peach Butter- tic. For the first time in history a
Margaret Ann Randolph to Llovd from Lincoln Academy and served
thoroughly systematic study of
Stanley Hodgkins, son of Mr. and thiee years in the U. S. Army with crunch. a no-bake dessert which
contrasts the taste and texture of that great unknown region has been
Mrs. Bi van Hodgkins of Jefferson, overseas duty in Germany and
a peach-cream aspic with the undertaken not only by United
Miss Randolph was graduated Italy.
He wil: enter Wentworth
crunchy goodness of a corn flakes States personnel hut also by the
from Waldoboro High School, at- Institute this tai
topping. Serving it when friends men of several othei nations. Less
tended the University of Maine.
No date ha-- been set for the
drop in or with any family dinner— attention has been paid to the
wh'-re she was a member of Phi wedding.
It’s a peach of a summertime des efforts in the Arctic, the opposite
end of the woi Id. hut there also
sert.
Mrs Gloria G. Gerrard 'form* :
w» have not neglected the effort
FLACH BUTTER! HUNCH
Gloria Lundell’ who has been the
to probe the earth's physics. Or.
Peach
Cream
guest of her mother, Mrs. Adele
a smaller and quieter basis the
2 cups mashed canned peaches
Lundell, has flown back to her
Arctic Oct an itse/f the United
U cup sugar
home in Niw York City She will
dozen co-opeiating nations. In the
%
teaspoon
salt
spend the ensuing wee at Winni! Artie Ocean it-elf the United
2 teaspoons unflavored gelatin
pesaukt e Laki. N H. before i»States and Russia are occupying
’.i cup canned peach syrup
turning to her career of fashion
drifting scientific stations in at
cup whipping cream
modeling.
tempts to understand that perpet
INGRAHAM REUNION
Butterscotch Crunch
ually ice covered ocean.
The 81st annual reunion of the
Tin COP Club members ar.d their
3 tablespoons butter or margarine
I am not a geophysicist. Before
. Jor
hu-bands enjoyed theii annual
’-j cup brown sugar
April. 1957. I hardly understood all
e.nd Nancy Ingraham will be held
cookcut at the cottage of Mi. and
1 tablespoon flour
! the implications of the word and
at the Penobscot View Grange
Mrs. Thomas Chisholm at Ginn’s
2 tablespoons water
i vet it was my privilege to take
H
G
''
.
'i
•
Aug
Point. The next meeting will be
2 cups Corn Flakes
part in the IGY and to spend a year
7th. At noon hot coffee will be
held at the home of Joyce Willett
Heat peaches, sugar and salt. in the Arctic Ocean on a mammoth
serve
1.
but
bring
picnic
lunch.
in Owls Head August loth.
Soften geiatin in peach svrup and piece of ice known as Fletcher’s
90-lt
add to hot peaches, mixing well. Ice Island or T3. My training is
Mi. and Mis Dowry Caii and
! Cool until slightly thickened. Fold
•subscribe to The Courier-Gazett*
daughter Jeanne have returned
in cream whipped until stiff. Pour
from a motor trip through th« New'
into greased mold and chill until
England States and Canada stop
firm.
St. James' Catholic Church
ping enroute in Glastonbury. Conn.,
Melt butter or margarine in small
ANNUAL FAIR
where Jeanne will remain for a two
saucepan. Add sugar mixed with
weeks visit with her aunt Miss
THOMASTON
flour and water.
Stir until dis
Edith Nason.
solved.
Cook over low heat to

Family.

Reunions

• . . M -

60 Crescent Street,
sixth
birthday on
Wednesday afternoon with a party
at
hishom.
After opening tht
many lovely gifts games were enpayed with prizes being awarded
to Cathy Benner and Larry
Pritcha rd.
Refreshments were
s« ived which featured a gaily deco
rated birthday cake and ice cream
Jimmy's guests included: Charles
McAuliffe. Collette
Kavanaugh,
Cathy Bern.. : . Jeanette McNealy.
Larry Pritchard, Tommy McNea.y
and Judy Proctor.

James York of

celebratedhis

THANK YOU
The Meet Again ( lub of
Rockville wishes to thank each
and every one who helped in
any way to make their fair a
success. A special thanks to
all who contributed to the Fair
and to all those who attended.

Josephine M. Tolman,
Treasurer.
90 It

WEDNESDAY, JULY 30

what is the secret of

The annual service at the Old
German Church will be held Sun
day. August 3. at 3 p m
The
speaker wi l be R« v Peter J. Dexnis. pastor of S’. Peter's Lutheran
Church at Bethlehem Penna

The Castine Normal Alumni As
sociation will hold its 83rd annual
1 encampment at Sandy Point, foi
the three weeks from Saturday Au
gust 2. through Saturday. August
23. with the general reunion and
business meeting on Saturday Au
gust J6
Dinner at l p m. that
day, followed b> the business meet
ing at 2 .30 p m
Th< -president
this year is Mittie Downs Stever.s
307 Lincoln Street, Bangor.

Open at 3 I*. M.
Variety of Booths
Baked Bean and Ham Supper
Serving from 5.30 to 7 p. ni.
AIM I TS *1.2.5 ( H1LDRUN 50c
In Case of Rain — Mill Be
Held the Following Day
89-90

236 F. (soft ball in cold water).
Remove from heat, pour ov< i corn
flakes which have be< n spread in
gniist-d p«an. Mix lightly to coat
corn flakes and allow to cool.
Serve around and over the top of
peach mold.

,n marine biology and my particu’a» interest is in the production
°f microscopic plants th^basis of
a*J li^c in the ocean—in the polar
regions.
How does life exist in
oceans that are for the most
Pa,t covered by ten or more feet
°f ice* are nearly a'.w’ays below
freezing in temperature and for
several months of the year are
subjected to perpetual darkness? |
had previously done some work;
in the Arctic in an attempt to an-1
swer some of the biological ques-;
tions of the waters of the far noilh
w’hen I heard that the United
States was going to establish IGY
nations in the Arctic Ocean itself (
rushed in my application. How
(^CM‘S a biologist get a job on a
Physical scientific program?
By
agreeing to make some of the
pbysic.i: measurements, in niv
case oceanographic observations
such 88 soundings, currents, tern-1
Peratures and sahnities.

northernmost island of the Cana*
dian artlc archipelago.

How long

the island has been drifting no
one really is sure. It is very likely*
however, that such a massive piece
of solid ice will continue to drift
for a long time. T3 w’as an obvious
place to carry’ on research in the
Artie during IGY.
(To be continued)

Beverly Corps To
Give Concert In
Camden Saturday
The St. Mary’s Di-um and Bugle
Corps of Beverly. Mass., will give
a special concert in Camden fol

lowing its appearance in the Maine
Seafoods Festival parade in Rock
land Saturday morning.
The corps of 70 youngsters is led
by Pedro Nuccio whose aunt, Mrr.
Mary Nuccio, lives on Pearl
Street in Camden. Each time the
Beverly musicians play at the Fcj>
tival. they also appear in Camden.
The forthcoming occasion is their
third.
Following the Festival paradcy
The history of T3 dates back to
the Massachusetts corpsmen will
about 1916 wljen routine weather
join members of the Camden by
flights. called “Ptarmigan flights’’, | the Sea Corps in Camden, who are
were being made by the U. S. Air ' also to march, for dinner. They
Force from Alaska to the Noilh! will present a joint concert at tha
Pole. On one of these flights the |
Bok Amphitheatre from 3 to 1
radar observer noticed an unusual o’clock, after which the Beverly
reflection on his screen which ap group will start their bus ride
peared to be an unknown- island. home.
On subsequent flights this object
was observed to have moved. LaFarm accident/* claimed 46
ter, other unusual moving radar
lives in Maine in 1935. 37 lives in
targets (thus the ”T’’ for target) 1956. and only 22 lives in 1957, re
w’ere found. Finally one of the tar
ports the Maine Farm and Home
gets was seen visually to be a
Safety Council.
large piece of ice. different from'
the pack ice around it.
In the'
spring of 1952 a small camp was
sent up on the third to be sighted I
(thus T3). This camp continued
to be occupied until the spring of
1954 and was again occupied from
the spring until the fall of 1935.
On each occasion weather reports
were made and scientific studies j
were carried out to determine the !
origin of the unusual ice. It was!
SUMMER STYLES
deteimined that T3 or Fletcher’s
IN
STANDARD
BRAND SHOES
Ice Island, named for Colonel J. O.
Air
Steps
—
Enna
Jetticks
Fletcher who was responsible for !
the initial occupation, was actually'
Trampeze — Etc.
foi med from snow as distinct from
Blues - Whites - Beige
the salt water-formed pack ice
Pumps
- Sandals - Wedgies
which covers most of the Arctic
Ocean. Further, it was found that i
T3 is about 360 feet thick, and
measures roughly nine miles in
length by five miles in width. T3
piobably was once part of the ian-dfast, glacial shelf ice that was
pushed offshore and broke under
the stress of tide action to become a free-drifting island of ice.
Glaciological and geological inforrnation indicate that the place of
origin of the island is the north
coast of Ellesmere Island, the

SHOE
SALE

MONEY FOR HOMES

SEE OUR WINDOWS
FOR BARGAINS

TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPflIR

THEY MUST FIT
OK SO SALK
Buy With Cunfldrnrr At

Easy Monthly Payments

McLAIN

Rockland Loan & Building Association

SHOE STORE

II School Street

Tel. 430

Rockland, Maine

At the Walk-Over Sign
ROCKLAND

29-S4T-a

j

It's no crime to bi a good loser,
but it is no reason why you should
make a business of it.

Films Developed
EM. ARCED
EX-41 MBO PRINTS
IN ALBtMS
It EXP.
— l« EXP.
to EXP. 1 I»O — SO EXP. 171
KOI»A< <>M>K DEVEIXAI’INO
A 1.1 HOLES *M»r EAC II
OVERSIZE PRINTS «te EACH
SEMI KIR PRICE l.l“T KlR
EKTACliROME — A NM «l< IIKOBB
KflllAf If ROME
REMIT WITH COIN OK CHECK

8

45c

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
BOX Me

BAB BAHBOB,

ME.
ia-tf

WHIRLPOOL 70

WHIRLPOOL
NEW! IMPERIAL MARK XII

DELUXE 10

Ulluntpoet

WASHER

SALE

PRICE

WASHER

$244'95

$188‘95

Reg. Price 299.95

Reg. Price 249.95

,
o

AUTOMATIC
FABRIC

CONTROL !

IMPERIAL 80

SAVE — At Off-Season Prices

DELUXE 20

WASHER

COMBINATION WINDOWS
TRIPLE IHAXNFL ALVMIM M — FINEST MADE

Installed - $21.00 each
ROOFING AND SIDING AT SAME SAVINGS
WESTWOOD BUILDERS

SALE

PRICE

$219«
Reg. Price 259.95

( ALL TENANTS HARBOR 70-11 COLLECT

Mott automatic wathor over — Auto.

malic Fabric Control gives you
right washing, rinsing, spinning
action for every fabric. Built-in
lint filter; extra Wash-n-Wear Cycle;
special Soft-Rinse Cycle; on, so
many extra features!

Buy wathor and

SALE

PRICE

dryer togathar

...SAVE

»283’w
Reg. Price 349.95

9<t 92

it’s this

BESTFORM’design

Fabric Control - 2 Speeds - 2 Washing Cycles

that frees you as it firms you
into graceful new curves!

PHONE FOR A LOAN

3 Water Temperatures - Lint Filter

BKNKFICIAL
,t’» «n ingeninu. rombmatinn of embroidered nylon

mnrquwette with fine batiste elaatie. The sculptured cupa
•re nylon marquisette lined in the undercup, with fine
combed cotton ... to firm von into new young contour*.
The rest i« claotic. EU’tie that breathes when you breathe.
F'astir bia»-eiit «ide panels that move when you move!
Elastic cross-over frnnt panel, that give to give you a
secure separation. Lowernit elastir bach sections that let
you weir the new bark-dipping fashions with »ever a slip
up. Why not male Eternal Youth your secret! In white.
Sues 32-36A. 32-4OB, 32-40C. Costs only 12.95.

Swtet-Ouwe't
STORE HOURS: 9 to 5. FRIDAYS TIL 9.

ZzAec

These Prices Are Delivered — Not Installed

say'yeS!

Get CMh the I-trip way: Call and ted

at how much you want. Then come by
and pick it up. Why not phone today?

\\
\ \
) '

Leans $20 te $2500 pies life insurance at ne extra cost
3K MAIN STRKET, 2nd Ft^ ROCKLAMO
rAMNSWtNmt MEMOWIAL BUMS. • OhOMt UZS
CLOSED SATVBDAY. OPES FRIDAY TIL 8 P. M
I (MBkwMWkanmwe«anw • Iwadnarislrn*

BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO.

A. G. McLOON & CO
515 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 1510

ROCKLAND

Washer

SALE
ttoai

